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It is argued in favor of first-order homogeneous Lagrangians in the velocities. The relevant form of
such Lagrangians is discussed and justified physically and geometrically. Such Lagrangian systems
possess Reparametrization-Invariance (RI) and explain the observed common Arrow of Time as
related to the nonnegative mass for physical particles. The extended Hamiltonian formulation,
which is generally covariant and applicable to reparametrization-invariant systems, is emphasized.
The connection between the explicit form of the extended Hamiltonian H and the meaning of
the process parameter λ is illustrated. The corresponding extended Hamiltonian H defines the
classical phase space-time of the system via the Hamiltonian constraint H = 0 and guarantees that
the Classical Hamiltonian H corresponds to p0 - the energy of the particle when the coordinate
time parametrization is chosen. The Schro¨dinger’s equation and the principle of superposition
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I. INTRODUCTION
It has taken thousands of years for natural philosophers and thinkers to arrive at and accept Newton’s first principle:
an object maintains its state, of rest or constant velocity propagation through space, unless a force acts on it. At first
sight, such principle seems to be untrue due to our everyday experience which shows that for an object to maintain
its constant velocity an external influence is needed. The accumulation of knowledge and technological progress
have made it possible for Newton to find the framework and formulate the three main principles that are now the
cornerstone of Newtonian Mechanics.
In Newtonian Mechanics, time is a parameter that all observers connected via Galilean transformations will find to
be the same - as long as they use the same identical clocks to keep a record of their time. The Galilean transformations
are reflecting the symmetry under which the lows of the Newtonian Mechanics are form-invariant [1, 2]. The spatial
coordinates of the processes studied may have different values for different inertial observers, but these observers can
compare their observations and would find an agreement upon utilization of the Galilean transformations. In this
sense, the time coordinate is disconnected/disjoint from the configuration space M , which is used to label the states
of the system/process, however, it is essential for the definition of the velocity vectors in the cotangent space TM .
In Special Relativity (SR), time becomes related to the observer and the Lorentz transformations intertwine space
and time together in a Minkowski space-time [1, 3, 4]. This way the time duration of a process could be measured by
different observers to be different even if they use identical laboratory clocks. However, all observers can identify a
time duration related to an observer that is at rest with respect to the process coordinate frame (co-moving frame).
This is the proper-time duration of a process. Then all observers that are connected by Lorentz transformations will
arrive at the same value for the proper-time duration of a process. Special Relativity unifies the time coordinate
with the spatial coordinates of an observer to a spacetime – the configuration space of the coordinates of events.
This way, from the point of view of an observer, the space-time is divided into three important subsets: the time-
like paths, space-like curves, and light-like paths or equivalently into a past and future cones inside the light-cone
defined by the light-like paths connected to the observer, and the space-like exterior of the rest of space-time. Lorentz
transformations preserve the local light-cone at any point in the space-time and thus the causal structure of the
time-like paths describing a physical process.
General Relativity (GR) goes even further by allowing comparison between observers related by any coordinate
transformations, as long as there is an equivalent local observer who’s space-time is of Minkowski type. This means
that time records associated with identical clocks that undergo arbitrary physically acceptable motion/process can be
3compared successfully - that is, the observers will reach a mutually acceptable agreement on what is going on when
studying a causal process. In this framework, a larger class of observers, beyond those in Newtonian and Special
Relativity frameworks, can connect their laboratory time duration of a process to the proper-time duration measured
by an observer in a co-moving frame along the time-like process. The essential ingredient of GR is the invariance
of the proper-time interval dτ and the proper-length interval dl; this is achieved by the notion of parallel transport
that preserves the magnitude of a vector upon its transport to nearby points in the configuration space-time. The
symmetry transformations of the space-time associated with this larger class of observers are the largest possible set
– the diffeomorphisms of the space-time coordinates . A theory that has such symmetry is called covariant theory. All
modern successful theories in physics are build to be explicitly covariant [5, 6].
Considering the above view of describing physical reality, and in particular, that any physically acceptable observer
can use their own coordinate time as parametrization for a physical process then it seems reasonable to impose
the principle of re-parametrization invariance along with the principle of the covariant formulation when
constructing models of the physical processes [6–8]. This means that along with the laboratory coordinates that label
the events in the local space-time of an observer, who is an arbitrary and therefore can choose the coordinates in
any way suitable for the description of a natural phenomenon within the means of the laboratory apparatus. The
observer should also be free to choose an arbitrary parametrization of the process as long as it is useful for the process
considered. As long as the formulation of the model is covariant then there would be a suitable diffeomorphism
transformation between any two physical observers that will allow them to reach agreement on the conclusions drawn
from the data. Thus the process is independent of the observer’s coordinate frame. The re-parametrization
invariance of the process then means that the process is also independent, not only on the coordinate frame of
the observer, but it is also independent on the particular choice of process parametrization selected by the observer
who is studying the process. Formulating a covariant theory is well known in various sub-fields of physics, but if one
embraces the principle of re-parametrization invariance then there are two important questions to be addressed:
1. How do we construct such models?
2. What are the meaning and the roles of the arbitrarily chosen time-parameter λ for a particular process?
The first question, “How do we construct re-parametrization invariant models” has been already discussed, in general
terms, by the author in a previous publications [6, 7] along with further relevant discussions of the possible relations
to other modern theories and models [6, 8, 9]. The important line of reasoning is that fiber bundles provide the
mathematical framework for classical mechanics, field theory, and even quantum mechanics when viewed as a classical
field theory. Parallel transport, covariant differentiation, and gauge symmetry are very important structures associated
with fiber bundles [4, 7]. When asking: “What structures are important to physics?”, one should also ask: “Why
one fiber bundle should be more ‘physical’ than another?”, “Why does the ‘physical’ base manifold seems to be a
four-dimensional Minkowski manifold?” [6, 7, 10–12], and “How should one construct an action integral for a given
fiber bundle?” [6, 13–17]. Starting with the tangent or cotangent bundle seems natural because these bundles are
related to the notion of classical point-like objects. Since we accumulate and test our knowledge via experiments
that involve classical apparatus, the physically accessible fields should be generated by matter and should couple
to matter as well. Therefore, the matter Lagrangian should contain the interaction fields, not their derivatives, with
which classical matter interacts [7, 9, 18]. The important point here is that probing and understanding physical reality
goes through a classical interface that shapes our thoughts as classical causality chains. Therefore, understanding
the essential mathematical constructions in classical mechanics and classical field theory is important, even though
quantum mechanics and quantum field theory are regarded as more fundamental than their classical counterparts.
Two approaches, the Hamiltonian and the Lagrangian framework, are very useful in physics [2, 13, 14, 19–21]. In
general, there is a transformation that relates these two approaches. For a reparametrization-invariant theory [20–24],
however, there are problems in changing from Lagrangian to the Hamiltonian approach [2, 19–21, 25, 26].
In this paper, these problems are illustrated and their resolution for the simplest one-dimensional reparametrization-
invariant systems relevant to the physical reality as well as in the case of the relativistic particle in any dimension.
The relativistic particle Lagrangian is used to justify the importance of Reparametrization-Invariant Systems and
in particular the first-order homogeneous Lagrangians in the velocities. The usual gravitational interaction term
along with the observational fact of finite propagational speed is used to justify the Minkowski space-time physical
reality. The justification implies only one time-like coordinate in addition to the spatial coordinates along which
particles propagate with a finite speed. By using the freedom of choosing time-like parametrization for a process, it
is argued that the corresponding causal structure results in the observed common Arrow of Time and nonnegative
masses for the physical particles. The meaning of the time parameter λ is further investigated within the framework
of Reparametrization-Invariant Systems. Such systems are studied from the point of view of the Lagrangian and
extended Hamiltonian formalism. The extended Hamiltonian formulation is using an extended Poisson bracket J, K
that is generally covariant and applicable to reparametrization-invariant systems. The extended Poisson bracket
4J, K is defined over the extended phase-space (phase-space-time) and includes the coordinate time t and the energy
p0 in a way consistent with the Canonical Quantization formalism. The corresponding extended Hamiltonian H
defines the classical phase space-time of the system via the Hamiltonian constraint H = 0 and guarantees that the
Classical Hamiltonian H corresponds to p0 – the energy of the particle when the parametrization λ = ct is chosen.
Furthermore, if the extended Hamiltonian for a classical system is quantized (H → Hˆ) by following the Canonical
Quantization formalism and the corresponding Hilbert space H is defined via the extended Hamiltonian HˆΨ = 0
then the Schro¨dinger’s equation emerges naturally and the principle of superposition of quantum states is justified.
A connection is demonstrated between the positivity of the energy E = cp0 > 0 and the normalizability of the wave
function by using the extended Hamiltonian that is relevant for the proper-time parametrization. It is demonstrated
that the choice of the extended Hamiltonian H is closely related to the meaning of the process parameter λ. The two
familiar roles that λ can take upon – the coordinate time t and the proper–time τ are illustrated using the simplest
one-dimensional reparametrization invariant systems. In general, λ can also be the proper length along the path of a
particle for appropriately chosen transformation generator similar to H . The formalism is further illustrated in more
details for the case of the relativistic particle in the appendix section of the paper.
The discussion starts by first reviewing the main points from [6–8] as pertained to point particles: Section II
has a sub-section IIA on the Lagrangian for a relativistic particle as an example of a reparametrization-invariant
system, followed by a sub-section II C where the general properties of homogeneous Lagrangians in the velocities
are stated, the section concludes with a list of pros and cons of the first-order homogeneous Lagrangians. The next
Section III is revisiting the argument why a space-time with a maximum speed of propagation through space, when
modeled via first-order homogeneous Lagrangian based on a metric tensor, should be locally a Minkowski space-time
with common Arrow of Time and non-negative mass for the particles. Section IV is a brief review of Lagrangian
and Hamiltonian Mechanics and the problem of the Hamiltonian constraint H = 0 for systems based on first-order
homogeneous Lagrangians. In Section V the Canonical Quantization is used as justification for the introduction of the
extended covariant Hamiltonian framework within which the Hamiltonian constraint H = 0 can be used to define the
phase space-time, as well as to justify the Schro¨dinger’s equation as a consequence of applying Canonical Quantization
to the extended Hamiltonian framework. The meaning of the process parameter λ within the extended Hamiltonian
framework is discussed in VI using the simplest possible one-dimensional reparametrization invariant systems. The
conclusions and discussions are given in Section VII. The formalism is illustrated in more details for the case of the
relativistic particle in the Appendix - Section VIII.
II. JUSTIFYING THE REPARAMETRIZATION INVARIANCE (RI)
A. Relativistic Particle Lagrangian
From everyday experience, we know that localized particles move with a finite speed in a three-dimensional space.
However, in an extended-configuration space (space-time), when the time is added as a coordinate (x0 = ct), massive
particles move along a space-time trajectory such that u ⋅ u = 1. Here, uµ are the coordinates of a general 4-velocity
vector vµ = dxµ/dλ but with a special choice of the parametrization parameter λ; that is, uµ = dxµ/dτ . While λ is
an arbitrary parametrization, τ is a special choice of parametrization that is invariant with respect to any coordinate
transformations between reasonable physical observers, it is the proper–time (τ) mathematically defined via a metric
tensor gµν (dτ
2
= gµνdx
µdxv). In particular when the metric tensor takes the form of the Minkowski metric (gµν = ηµν)
then one can talk about local Lorentz equivalent observers. In this case, the action for a massive relativistic particle
has a nice geometrical meaning: the “time distance” along the particle trajectory [4]:
S1 = ∫ dλL1(x, v) = ∫ dλ√gµνvµvν , (1)√
gµνvµvν →
√
gµνuµuν = 1⇒ S1 → ∫ dτ.
However, for massless particles, such as photons, the 4-velocity is a null vector (gµνv
µvν = 0). Thus, proper time is
not well defined and furthermore, one has to use a different Lagrangian to avoid problems due to division by zero
when evaluating the final Euler-Lagrange equations. The appropriate ‘good’ action is then [4]:
S2 = ∫ L2(x, v)dλ = ∫ gµνvµvνdλ. (2)
For a massive particle, the Euler-Lagrange equations obtained from S1 and S2 are equivalent, this equivalence will be
discussed in more details later. In the above discussion it has been considered an arbitrary parametrization λ and the
proper-time parametrization τ for a massive particle. The physical meaning of the proper-time τ is usually considered
5to be the passing of clock time of a co-moving observer. Another important parametrization is the coordinate time t
corresponding to the clock time of an arbitrary physical observer that is studying the motion of the massive particle.
Contemporary physics models are expected to be invariant with respect to coordinate transformations between physical
observers. This is achieved by constructing Lagrangians as a scalar object from various vector and tensor quantities
that correspond to the measurements of an arbitrary observer. In mathematical terms, this is a diffeomorphism
invariance of the coordinate space. Thus, the physics content of a process under study is the same and therefore
independent of the coordinate system of an observer. Clearly, diffeomorphism invariance is an important symmetry
that reflects the expectation that observing a process should not affect the process itself. Thus, various observers
should find a way to understand each-others measurements in a consistent way as long as they pertain to the same
process under the study.
In the example above, the process under study is the motion of a massive particle. In this respect, the process
corresponds to a one-dimensional manifold which is a curve in a higher dimensional space-time. It seems that the
relationships of the points along the curve, in particular, the ordering of the points and their relative measures, should
be something about the curve (the process under study). Thus, various observers should be able to find a consistent
way to understand the curve and its properties. Therefore, the description of the curve should be independent of
the choices an observer can make in order to describe the curve. In particular, the choice of parametrization of
the curve should be irrelevant to the understanding of the corresponding process. Thus, a reparametrization
invariant formulation would be the corresponding symmetry that the description should obey. While a model
build on L1 above do obey such symmetry, its quadratic version based on L2 does not seem to obey it even-though
the corresponding Euler-Lagrange equations are equivalent. Even more, the Euler-Lagrange equation does obey
parametrization-rescaling symmetry that is easily seen when the Lagrangian is a homogenous function of the velocity
(see below). A way to resolve this puzzle is to recognize that L2 can be viewed as a reparametrization invariant
Lagrangian in a particular fixed gauge [27]:
S′2 = ∫ gµνvµvνe−1dλ. (3)
Here e is an auxiliary field that makes the action S′2 reparametrization invariant by choosing e → e˜ = e dλ/dλ˜ when
λ→ λ˜. Since now S′2 is reparametrization invariant then one can choose a gauge parametrization such that e = 1 and
thus arriving at S2 but under proper-time parametrization λ = τ where gαβu
αuβ = 1. Having to choose the gauge
such that gαβv
αvβ is constant guarantees the equivalence of L1 and L2 [28].
B. Equivalence of Homogenous Lagrangians
The above equivalence of S1 and S2 could be demonstrated on a more complicated Lagrangian as a specific choice of
parametrization such that gαβ (x) vαvβ is constant [28]. Indeed, if one starts with the re-parametrization invariant La-
grangian L = qAαv
α−m√gαβ(x)vαvβ and defines proper time gauge τ such that: dτ =√gαβdxαdxβ ⇒√gαβuαuβ =
1, then one can effectively consider L = qAαu
α−(m−χ)√gαβuαuβ −χ as the model Lagrangian. Here χ is a Lagrange
multiplier to enforce
√
gαβuαuβ = 1 that breaks the reparametrization invariance explicitly. Then one can write it as
L = qAαu
α−(m−χ) gαβuαuβ√
gαβuαuβ
−χ and using√gαβuαuβ = 1 one arrives at L = qAαuα−(m−χ)gαβuαuβ−χ. One can de-
duce a specific value for χ (χ =m/2) by requiring that L = qAαuα−m√gαβ(x)uαuβ and L = qAαuα−(m−χ)gαβuαuβ−χ
produce the same Euler-Lagrange equations under the constraint
√
gαβuαuβ = 1. Then, by dropping the overall con-
stant term, this finally results in the familiar equivalent Lagrangian: L = qAαu
α − m
2
gαβu
αuβ where τ has the usual
meaning of proper-time parametrization such that
√
gαβuαuβ = 1 but it is imposed after deriving all the equations
from the Lagrangian under consideration.
The equivalence between S1 and S2 is very robust. Since L2 is a homogeneous function of order 2 with respect to the
four-velocity v⃗, the corresponding Hamiltonian function (H = v∂L/∂v − L) is exactly equal to L (H(x, v) = L(x, v)).
Thus, L2 is conserved, and so is the length of v⃗ and therefore L1 is conserved as well. Any homogeneous Lagrangian
in v⃗ of order n ≠ 1 is conserved because H = (n − 1)L. When dL/dλ = 0, then one can show that the Euler-Lagrange
equations for L and L˜ = f (L) are equivalent under certain minor restrictions on f . To see this, consider the Euler-
Lagrange equation for L:
d
dλ
( ∂L
∂vi
) − ∂L
∂xi
= 0,
6and compare it with the Euler-Lagrange equation for L˜ = f (L) that can be written as:
(f ′′
f ′
dL
dλ
)( ∂L
∂vi
) + d
dλ
( ∂L
∂vi
) − ( ∂L
∂xi
) = 0
Clearly, these equations will be equivalent if the Lagrangians L and L˜ = f (L) are constants of the motion; that is,
dL/dλ = 0, and f ′ and f ′′ are well behaved. This is an interesting type of equivalence that applies to homogeneous
Lagrangians (L(βv) = βnL(v)). It is different from the usual equivalence L → L˜ = L + dΛ/dλ or the more general
equivalence discussed in ref. [17, 19, 29, 30]. Any solution of the Euler-Lagrange equation for L˜ = Lα would conserve
L = L1 since H˜ = (α − 1)Lα when α ≠ 1, while for α = 1 it can be enforced as a choice of parametrization. For
example, as demonstrated above, one can always make the choice of proper-time parametrization λ = τ for a massive
particle. All these solutions are solutions of the Euler-Lagrange equation for L as well; thus, Lα ⊂ L. The fact that
the models based on L2 are only a subset of L1 implies that L1 has a special role due to its reacher applicability
to physical systems. In particular, such Lagrangians are of unique type relevant to the Weyl Integrable geometry
[31]. Weyl’s Integrable geometry provides a framework that is likely to be relevant to physics [32] and may have a
far reaching consequences for cosmology [33]. In general, conservation of L1 is not guaranteed since L1 → L1 + dΛ/dλ
is also a homogeneous Lagrangian of order one equivalent to L1. This suggests that there may be a choice of λ, a
“gauge fixing”, such that L1 +dΛ/dλ is conserved even if L1 is not. The above discussion applies to any homogeneous
Lagrangian that has no explicit time dependence.
C. Homogeneous Lagrangians of First Order
Suppose we don’t know anything about classical physics, which is mainly concerned with trajectories of point
particles in some space M , but we are told we can derive it from a variational principle if we use the right action
integral S = ∫ Ldλ. By following the above example we wonder: “should the smallest ‘distance’ be the guiding
principle?” when constructing L. If yes, “How should it be defined for other field theories?” It seems that a
reparametrization-invariant theory can provide us with a metric-like structure [16, 25, 26, 34], and thus a possible
link between field models and geometric models [35].
In the example of the relativistic particle, the Lagrangian and the trajectory parameterization have a geometrical
meaning. In general, however, parameterization of a trajectory is quite arbitrary for any observer. If there is such
thing as the smallest time interval that sets a space-time scale, then this would imply a discrete space–time structure
since there may not be any events in the smallest time interval. The Planck scale is often considered to be such a
special scale [36, 37]. Leaving aside hints for quantum space-time from loop quantum gravity and other theories, we
ask: “Should there be any preferred trajectory parameterization in a smooth 4-dimensional space-time?” and “Aren’t
we free to choose the standard of distance (time, using natural units c = 1)?” If so, then one should have a smooth
continuous manifold and the theory should not depend on the choice of parameterization.
If one examines the Euler-Lagrange equations carefully:
d
dλ
( ∂L
∂vα
) = ∂L
∂xα
, (4)
one will notice that any homogeneous Lagrangian of order n (L(x,αv⃗) = αnL(x, v⃗)) provides a reparametrization
invariance of the equations under the rescaling transformations of the parametrization λ → λ/α, v⃗ → αv⃗. Next, note
that the action S involves an integration that is a natural structure for orientable manifolds (M) with an n-form of the
volume. Since a trajectory is a one-dimensional object, then what is one looking at is an embedding φ ∶ R1 →M . This
means that one is pushing forward the tangential space φ∗ ∶ T (R1) = R1 → T (M), and is pulling back the cotangent
space φ∗ ∶ T (R1) = R1 ← T ∗(M). Thus, a 1-form ω on M that is in T ∗(M) (ω = Aµ (x) dxµ) will be pulled back on
R
1 (φ∗(ω)) and there it should be proportional to the volume form on R1 (φ∗(ω) = Aµ (x) (dxµ/dλ)dλ ∼ dλ), allowing
it to be integrated ∫ φ∗(ω):
∫ φ∗(ω) = ∫ Ldλ = ∫ Aµ (x) vµdλ.
Therefore, by selecting a 1-form ω = Aµ (x) dxµ on M and using L = Aµ (x) vµ one is actually solving for the
embedding φ ∶ R1 → M using a chart on M with coordinates x ∶ M → Rn. The Lagrangian obtained this way is
homogeneous of first-order in v with a very simple dynamics. The corresponding Euler-Lagrange equation is Fνµv
µ
= 0
where F is a 2-form (F = dA); in electrodynamics, this is the Faraday’s tensor. If one relaxes the assumption that
L is a pulled back 1-form and assume that it is just a homogeneous Lagrangian of order one, then one may find a
7reparametrization-invariant theory that could have an interesting dynamics. The above mathematical reasoning can
be viewed as justification for the known classical forces of electromagnetism and gravitation and perhaps even of new
classical fields beyond electromagnetism and gravitation [6, 7, 9, 38].
D. Pros and Cons of Homogeneous Lagrangians of First Order
Although most of the features listed below are more or less self-evident, it is important to compile a list of properties
of the first-order homogeneous Lagrangians in the velocity v⃗.
Some of the good properties of a theory with a first-order homogeneous Lagrangian are:
(1) First of all, the action S = ∫ L(x, dxdλ)dλ is a reparametrization invariant.
(2) For any Lagrangian L(x, v = dx
dt
) one can construct a reparametrization-invariant Lagrangian by enlarging the
configuration space {x} to an extended configuration space - the space-time {ct, x} [2, 20, 21]. However, it is an
open question whether there is a full equivalence of the corresponding Euler-Lagrange equations.
(3) Parameterization-independent path-integral quantization could be possible since the action S is reparametriza-
tion invariant [39].
(4) The reparametrization invariance may help in dealing with singularities [24].
(5) It is easily generalized to D–dimensional extended objects (p–branes /d–branes) [6, 7].
The list of trouble-making properties in a theory with a first-order homogeneous Lagrangian includes:
(1) There are constraints among the Euler-Lagrange equations [2, 21], since det ( ∂2L
∂vα∂vβ
) = 0.
(2) It follows that the Legendre transformation (T (M) ↔ T ∗ (M)), which exchanges velocity and momentum
coordinates (x, v)↔ (x, p), is problematic [19].
(3) There is a problem with the canonical quantization approach since the Hamiltonian function is identically ZERO
(H ≡ 0) [26].
The pro (2) and the con (3) above are of key importance. The procedure that can be utilized as mentioned in
pro (2) above is very simple: L(x, dx
dt
) → t˙L(x, x˙
t˙
) where the dotted notation is a derivative with respect to the
parametrization λ, that is, t˙ = dt
dλ
and x˙ = dx
dλ
[20, 21]. This means that every Lagrangian based theory can be
reformulated in a reparametrization invariant form. This is a different symmetry from the diffeomorphism invariance
of the theory, which is still satisfied by construction. However, the parameter λ does not have to be the typical
physical time parameterization of a process like its own process time - the proper time τ , nor the coordinate time t
for the observer that is studying the process. In this sense, λ could be truly arbitrary and thus demonstrating the
existence of a larger class of theories that do satisfy the principle of re-parametrization invariance as discussed in the
introduction. The problem with these larger class of theories is in the con (3). Which makes the standard treatment
quite difficult and unusual due to the presence of constraints among the equations of motion con (1) above [20]. In this
paper I will be mostly concerned with physical processes that are associated with one-dimensional manifolds and their
reparametrization. However, as the pro (5) is pointing, the formulation is relevant to 2-dimensional sub-manifolds,
which is the domain of string theory, and extends to high-dimensional sub-manifolds with reparametrization invariant
Lagrangians such as the Nambu-Gotto Lagrangians [9]. The reparametrization invariance, which is a diffeomorphism
of the submanifold corresponding to a physical process, is a far-reaching idea and it is different from the coordinate
diffeomorphisms of the target space. However, it is beyond the scope of this paper to go into string-theory, p-branes,
and gravity that represent sub-manifolds with dimension bigger than one.
Constraints among the equations of motion are not an insurmountable problem since there are procedures for
quantizing such theories [40–44]. For example, instead of using H ≡ 0 one can use some of the constraint equations
available, or a conserved quantity, as Hamiltonian for the quantization procedure. Changing coordinates (x, v)↔ (x, p)
seems to be difficult, but it may be resolved in some special cases by using the assumption that a gauge λ has been
chosen so that L → L + dΛ
dλ
= L˜ = const. The above-mentioned quantization troubles will not be discussed here since
they are outside of the scope of this paper. A new approach that resolves H ≡ 0 and naturally leads to a Dirac-like
equation is under investigation, for some preliminary details see ref. [6]. Here the focus is on the understanding
of the meaning and the role of the general parameter λ by extending the Hamiltonian framework to an extended
phase-space (phase-space-time) with a covariant extended Poisson Bracket J, K, which is consistent with the Canonical
Quantization process, along with an extended Hamiltonian H that defines the extended phase-space-time via H ≡ 0.
8By following the Canonical Quantization formalism (H → Hˆ) the Hilbert space of the quantum system can be defined
via the corresponding extended Hamiltonian Hˆ as the linear space of states Ψ that satisfy HˆΨ = 0. As a byproduct,
one can use this formulation to justify the Schro¨dinger’s equation. A similar approach to the Schro¨dinger’s equation
has been discussed in Ref. [20, 21, 45]. Furthermore, we do not concern ourselves with the questions about the
algebra of observables nor with issues of unboundedness of important physical operators or alternative approaches
to the quantization framework. Such issues are outside of the scope of the current paper. Finally, before I discuss
the extended Hamiltonian framework, I would like to use the structure of the first–order homogenous Lagrangians to
mathematically justify few other important features of the physical reality that we often take for granted.
III. ONE-TIME PHYSICS, CAUSALITY, ARROW OF TIME, AND THE MAXIMUM SPEED OF
PROPAGATION
In our everyday life, most of us take time for granted, but there are people who are questioning its actual existence
or consider models with more than one time-like coordinate [1, 10, 11, 46–63]. Since we are trying to understand the
meaning of an arbitrary time-like parameter λ within the framework of reparametrization invariant systems, it seems
important to think about the possible number of time-parameters. Here, I briefly argue that a one-time-physics, in
case of massive point particles, is essential to assure causality via finite propagational speed through space for such
massive point particles [6]. Then the common arrow of time, which is often viewed as related to the increasing
entropy as commanded by second law of thermodynamics [53, 64–69], becomes instead a consequence of the positivity
of the rest mass.
A. One-Time Physics, Maximum Speed of Propagation, and the Space-Time Metric Signature
Why the space-time seems to be one time plus three spatial dimensions have been discussed by using arguments
a la Wigner [10, 11]. However, these arguments are deducing that the space-time is 1+3 because only this signature
is consistent with particles with finite spin. However, one should turn this argument backwards claiming that one
should observe only particles with finite spin because the signature is 1+3. A thermodynamic selection principle of
the (1+3) nature of the universe has been recently discussed [70]. And yet, there is an alternative argument for the
emergence of the apparent Lorentzian dynamics of the usual field theories due to a scalar clock field that is playing
the role of the physical time [71]. Furthermore, there is an argument for (1+3) nature of the universe based on four
fundamental principles of physics namely: Causality, General Covariance, Gauge Invariance, and Renormalizability
[72]. This can be taken even further to dynamically generate a fifth dimension [73], which contains an extra special
dimension in contrast to the traditional arguments for three special dimensions [74, 75]
Here I present an argument that only one-time physics is consistent with a finite spatial propagational speed [6].
The local Lorentz symmetry implies the existence of a local observer with Minkowski like coordinate frame.
The main assumptions are:
I. Gravity-like term
√
g(v⃗, v⃗) is always present in the matter Lagrangian.
II. The corresponding matter Lagrangian is a real-valued function.
This way, physical processes, like propagation of a particle, must be related to positive-valued term g(v⃗, v⃗) ≥ 0.
Here v⃗ is the rate of change of the space-time coordinates with respect to some arbitrarily chosen parameter λ that
describes the evolution of the process (propagation of a particle). That is, vα = dxα/dλ. By speed one should mean
the magnitude of the spatial velocity with respect to a laboratory time coordinate x0 where vαspace = dx
α/dx0.
The use of a covariant formulation allows one to select a local coordinate system so that the metric is diagonal(+,+, ..,+,−, ...−). If one denotes the (+) coordinates as time coordinates and the (−) as spatial coordinates, then
there are three essential cases:
(1) No time coordinates. Thus, g(v⃗, v⃗) = −∑α (vα)2 < 0, which contradicts (g(v⃗, v⃗) ≥ 0).
(2) Two or more time coordinates. Thus, g(v⃗, v⃗) = (v0)2 + (v1)2 −∑nα=2 (vα)2 ⇒ 1 +w2 ≥ v⃗2space.
(3) Only one time coordinate.Thus, g(v⃗, v⃗) = (v0)2 −∑nα=1 (vα)2 ⇒ 1 ≥ v⃗2space.
Clearly, for two or more time coordinates, one does not have finite coordinate velocity (v⃗2space = (dl/dx0)2 → v⃗2/c2)
bound from above by the speed of light c. For example, when the coordinate time (x0) is chosen so that x0 = ct ⇒
9v0 = 1 then along another time-like coordinate x1 the speed will be w2 = (dx1/(cdt))2 – which could be anything in
magnitude unless dx1/(cdt) has an upper bound. Therefore, if w is not zero then there would be processes that will
exhibit deviations from the observed maximal speed c of propagation. Thus, only the space-time with only one
time accounts for a strict finite spatial speed of propagation, as observed, where the finite spatial velocity is
bounded from above by the speed of light v < c. Therefore, a causal structure! When going from one point of space
to another, it takes time and thus there is a natural causal structure [61, 76]. The details of the causal structure will
depend on the interactions that can take place when two objects are at the same point in the space-time since there
is a natural future-and-past cone in such space-time.
B. Causality, the Common Arrow of Time, and the Non-Negativity of the Mass
In the previous section, we deduced that the space–time metric has to reflect that there is only one coordinate time
and the rest of the coordinates should be spatial which is a requirement for finite spatial speed of propagation that
induces causality. If nature is really reparametrization-invariant, then any observer studying a process can use its own
time coordinate t or any other suitable time-parameter λ, to label an unfolding process. However, when comparing
to other observers who study the same process, it will be more advantageous to use a proper–time parametrization
τ which is usually related to an observer who is following/moving along with the process (particle propagation in its
co-moving frame). To be able to study a process using any laboratory time-coordinate t and to deduce
the process proper–time parametrization for the purpose of comparing to other arbitrary observers
would then imply a reparametrization-invariant symmetry.
The process has to be related to a massive system because actual observers are also massive and cannot move as
fast as light or other massless particles due to the previously deduced 1+n signature of the metric and non-negativity
of g(v⃗, v⃗) ≥ 0. As long as there is a term m(v)√g(v⃗, v⃗) in the Lagrangian L and m(0) ≠ 0 then the relationship
m(0)dτ = m(vspace)√g(v⃗, v⃗)dλ could be used to define proper–time τ . Since g(v⃗, v⃗) > 0 then one can consider the
positive branch of the square root function, otherwise upon utilizing the reparametrization symmetry one can consider
λ→ −λ that will correspond to the positive branch of the square root function when combined into √g(v⃗, v⃗)dλ. Note
that m(vspace) is a homogenous function of zero order since it depends only on the dimensionless special velocity
vi = dxi/dx0 = (dxi/dλ)/(dx0/λ) that is invariant under re-parametrization. If one considers the obvious choice
λ = t for any particular laboratory observer then this would imply that time is going forward for the observer as
well as for the process - as long as m(v) /= 0 for any physical value of v; thus, m(v) and m(0) have the same sign
and therefore m(v)/m(0) > 0. This would be valid for any two observers that can study each other’s motion as
well. Therefore, all observers that can study at least one common process in nature will find a common arrow of
time dt/dτ = m(0)/(m(v)√g(v⃗, v⃗)) > 0. Such “positive flow” of time is important when considering the standard
Lagrangian formulation for a relativistic particle and its reformulation as a reparametrization invariant system [20].
The “positive flow” of time assures the preservation of the sign of the mass term. Furthermore, by using the freedom
of parametrization an observer may decide to use same process to define the scale of the time interval for the clocks.
By choosing the parametrization to be the coordinate time with time intervals as measured by proper time intervals
for a process, dλ = dt = dτ , then this gives us the relation of the rest mass to moving mass m(0) = m(v)√g(v⃗, v⃗) as
deduced in the theory of Special Relativity [4].
All processes and observers should have the same sign of their mass, if not then one can envision a non-interacting
pair that has opposite sign of their rest masses (m′(0) = −m′′(0)) moving in the same way (with v⃗ the same and
thus g(v⃗, v⃗) the same as well) with respect to us; one expects that they will have the same proper–time; however, as
a pair their proper-time would not be accessible to us since their combined rest mass is zero (m′(0) +m′′(0) = 0).
This situation creates a proper-time paradox if the two particles can be observed separately during the motion of the
pair. This could well be the case of annihilating particle and anti-particle pair since then the notion of a proper-time
of a photon is not well defined, however, a sub-system pair has never been observed as photon sub-structure. Given
that all non-zero rest masses have to be of the same sign and the usual relationship between rest mass and energy
(E = mc2), one can conclude that m(v) > 0. Thus, the non-negativity of the masses of particles and the positivity
of the mass of physical observers. One will see later that the positivity of the energy is related to the positivity
of the norm of the corresponding quantum system in its proper-time quantization within the extended Hamiltonian
formalism VIB 3. This is illustrated in more details in the appendix Section VIII for the case of the relativistic particle
where the relativistic mass of a moving particle is related to the relativistic factor γ and the rest mass of the particle
m(v) = γ(v)m(0).
In the light of the above discussion, the Common Arrow of Time is a result of the positivity of the
mass and has nothing to do with the entropy of a closed system and the second law of thermodynamics
[53, 64–69].
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IV. FROM LAGRANGIAN TO HAMILTONIAN MECHANICS
In this section, I review the main relevant equations and concepts that we will need to better understand the
meaning of the parameter λ in reparametrization-invariant systems and the particular roles it can take upon. To
keep the notation simple I will write the equations as for a one-dimensional system but the equations can easily be
re-expressed for n-dimensional systems as well.
A. Lagrangian Mechanics
Given a Lagrangian L(t , q, v), with velocity v = q˙ = dq
dt
, one can derive the Euler-Lagrange equations of motion by
minimizing the corresponding action A = ∫ L(t, q, q˙)dt along trajectories {q(t) ∶ δA = 0} [4, 16, 25, 26, 34]:
dp
dt
=
∂L
∂q
, (5)
where the generalized momentum p is given as:
p ∶= ∂L
∂v
, (6)
If one considers the Hamiltonian function H(t, q, v):
H = pv −L(q, v) (7)
then the Euler-Lagrange equations can be written as Hamilton’s equations [14, 25, 44]:
v ∶= dq
dt
=
∂H
∂p
, (8)
dp
dt
= −∂H
∂q
, (9)
The full power of the Hamiltonian framework is realized if one can solve the equation(s) (6) for all the velocities
v = dq/dt as functions of (t, q, p); then one can study the system using H(t, q, p) over the phase-space coordinates(q, p). The dynamical equators of the Lagrangian framework (5) are then replaced by the dynamical equators of the
Hamiltonian framework (9).
The rate of change of an observable f(t, q, v) that is a function of time, position, and velocity is then given by:
df
dt
=
∂f
∂q
(dq
dt
) + ∂f
∂v
(dv
dt
) + ∂f
∂t
(10)
In a similar way the rate of change of an observable over the phase-space f(t, q, p) that is a function of time,
position, and momentum is then given by:
df
dt
=
∂f
∂q
(dq
dt
) + ∂f
∂p
(dp
dt
) + ∂f
∂t
(11)
When applied to the Hamiltonian function H for solutions that satisfy the equations above, one obtains:
dH
dt
=
∂H
∂q
(dq
dt
) + ∂H
∂p
(dp
dt
) + ∂H
∂t
=
= −∂L
∂q
v + v dp
dt
− ∂L
∂t
=
= −dp
dt
v + v dp
dt
− ∂L
∂t
= −∂L
∂t
Thus, if the Lagrangian does not depend explicitly on the time variable t than the Hamiltonian function H is
conserved along any solution of the Euler-Lagrange equations.
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B. Hamiltonian Formalism
The Hamiltonian Mechanics is based on a Hamiltonian function H(t, q, p) over the phase–space coordinates (q, p)
along with a Poisson bracket {,} which in its canonical form is:
{f, g} = ∂f
∂q
∂g
∂p
− ∂f
∂p
∂g
∂q
= −{g, f} (12)
There are two sets of Hamilton equations of motion. The first set defines the rate of change (generalized velocity)
of the coordinate function(s) q:
v ∶= dq
dt
=
∂H
∂p
= {q,H} , (13)
the second set is equivalent to the Euler-Lagrange equations:
dp
dt
= −∂H
∂q
= {p,H} , (14)
The rate of change of any observable f(t, q, p) represented as a function over the phase space is then given by:
df
dt
=
∂f
∂q
(dq
dt
) + ∂f
∂p
(dp
dt
) + ∂f
∂t
= {f,H} + ∂f
∂t
(15)
This expression, along with the antisymmetric property of the Poisson bracket (12), makes it easy to recognize that
the Hamiltonian is conserved if H does not depend explicitly on t.
C. Problems with the Hamiltonian Function and the Legendre Transform for RI Systems
The first problem that becomes clear when studying Reparametrization-Invariant Systems based on first-order
homogeneous Lagrangians is that the Hamiltonian function is identically zero [20, 21]. The definition of a homogeneous
function of order n is [1, 9, 17, 29]:
v
∂f(v)
∂v
= nf(v) (16)
Applying this to the Hamiltonian for a homogeneous Lagrangian of order n in the velocities, one has:
H = vp −L = v ∂L
∂v
−L = (n − 1)L. (17)
Thus, the Hamiltonian will be identically zero for first-order homogeneous Lagrangians (n = 1) in the velocities:
H = vp −L = v ∂L
∂v
−L⇒H ≡ 0. (18)
Notice that this is independent of whether one is off-shell or on-shell (looking at solutions of the Euler-Lagrange
equations of motion). It is just saying that L1 = vp. This problem can be mitigated if one considers equivalent
Lagrangians. For example, L(n) = (L1)n will be a homogeneous function of order n. Thus, will not have the issue
(H ≡ 0) since then one has H(n) = (n − 1)L(n) which will be conserved if L does not depend explicitly on the time
coordinate t, implying conserved L as well, then the Euler-Lagrange equations of motion related to various L(n) are
equivalent to each other and correspond to the Euler-Lagrange equations of motion for L1:
d
dt
(∂Ln
∂v
) = ∂Ln
∂q
⇒
d
dt
(L(n−1) ∂L
∂v
) = L(n−1) ∂L
∂q
, (19)
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⇒
d
dt
(∂L
∂v
) + (n − 1)( d
dt
ln(L))(∂L
∂v
) = ∂L
∂q
, (20)
Therefore, solutions for L(n) = (L1)n are also solutions for L1 and L1 = vp will be conserved since L(n) is conserved.
However, it is not guaranteed that all solutions for L = L1 would result in the conservation of L1.
Furthermore, going between Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formulation requires solving for v in the equation (6)
or solving for p in the equation (13). When one has first-order homogenous Lagrangian L1 this is not possible
because there are constraints in the system of equations and the Hessian matrix is singular [19, 29, 41, 44]. How
to resolve the constraints have been a subject of vast research for the purpose of achieving meaningful quantization
[18, 22, 40, 42, 69, 77–80]. I will not follow this path here and will consider an alternative approach to move
forward towards a meaningful quantization. For this purpose, I will now review the Canonical Quantization formalism
[25, 34, 81].
V. FROM CLASSICAL TO QUANTUM MECHANICS
In this section, in order to briefly set the notions employed I will follow the usual physics textbooks expositions
of the quantization framework. We will not be concerned here with the questions of boundness of the operators or
alternative approaches to the quantization framework. These are important technical details but are not part of the
scope of the current paper.
A. Canonical Quantization
In the standard Canonical Quantization, observables are replaced by operators A→ Aˆ over a Hilbert space H, while
the Poisson bracket is replaced by a commutator:
{A,B} → 1
ih̵
[Aˆ,Bˆ] (21)
Thus, the phase-space coordinates q and p are viewed as operators qˆ and pˆ satisfying the relation:
{q, p} = 1⇒ [qˆ, pˆ] = ih̵ (22)
In particular, if the Hilbert space H is taken to be the space of square integrable functions over the configuration
space
H = L2[ψ(q) ∶ qˆψ(q) = qψ(q),∫ ∣∣ψ(q)∣∣2 = 1]
than the momentum operator pˆ becomes:
pˆ = −ih̵ ∂
∂q
(23)
which is consistent with the notion that momentum is a generator of translations along the coordinate q.
The evolution of operators is now given by the Heisenberg equation which is very similar to what one had in the
Hamiltonian formalism [60]:
df
dt
= {f,H} + ∂f
∂t
→
dfˆ
dt
=
1
ih̵
[fˆ , Hˆ] + ∂fˆ
∂t
(24)
One shall not invoke yet the Schro¨dinger Equation since it will appear naturally in the approach presented. This
way, one does not have to specify what is Hˆ either.
B. Extending the Poisson Bracket
Finding a covariant formulation of the Hamiltonian Mechanics has been an important topic of research leading
to various approaches and methods. Here the aim is the extension of the configuration space to include time as a
coordinate that will allow us to connect to Quantum Mechanics. Thus, one needs to define a Hamiltonian and a
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suitable Poisson Bracket, and since the Hamiltonian formalism requires pairs of phase space-coordinates (q, p) then
one needs to identify the corresponding partner to the time coordinate t. From, the theory of Special Relativity (SR),
one already knows that it should somehow be related to the energy E, which is the related to the p0 component of
a four-vector, and from Relativistic Quantum Mechanics (QM) and Relativistic Quantum Field Theory (QFT) one
also has:
p0 → pˆ0 = ih̵
∂
∂t
(25)
cpˆ0ψE(t, q) = EψE(t, q) (26)
However, measuring energy is also related to the Hamiltonian in the Classical Mechanics, as well as in Quantum
Mechanics.
E =H(q, p)→ Eψ =< ψ∣Hˆ ∣ψ > (27)
In Quantum Mechanics the Hamiltonian is often the starting point to define a basis in the Hilbert space for the
quantum system to be studied.
H = L2{ψ(q) = ⨋ c(E)φE(q)dµE ∶
∶ HφE(q) = EφE(q),∫ dµE ∣∣ψ(E)∣∣2 = 1}
However, if one starts with first-order homogeneous Lagrangian, one has the problem H ≡ 0 which is a general
problem faced in other important reparametrization-invariant systems, such as String Theory and Quantum Gravity.
In successful modern Quantum Field Theory models, the energy E is proportional to p0 as the generator of translations
along the laboratory time coordinate (25) while the Hilbert space is determined from the relevant Relativistic Euler-
Lagrange equations, such as the Dirac equation or its equivalent in the relevant Yang-Mills theory. So, it seems
reasonable to give up on the notion that energy is related to a Hamiltonian operator coming from a
classical system or that the basis of the Hilbert space can be associated to a Hamiltonian operator.
Instead, it may be better to consider that H ≡ 0 should define the Hilbert space in a way similar to how one can
derive the topology of a space by looking at the algebra of functions over this space.
I will try to turn the issue H ≡ 0 into a virtue for some suitable expression of H that will define the Hilbert space.
H = {Hˆψ ≡ 0} (28)
This definition of the Hilbert space of a system clearly guarantees the principle of superposition of
quantum states. Then the evolution of the observables for the system (process) under a general parametrization λ
of a process studied:
dfˆ
dλ
=
1
ih̵
[fˆ ,Hˆ] (29)
should emerge from the extension of the Hamiltonian formalism.
If one extends the configuration space of a classical system from q1, . . . , qn, to include t as q0, to q0, q1, . . . , qn and the
phase space by adding p0 to the list of (q, p) pairs of conjugated variables, then one should probably extend the Hamil-
tonian, so that the extension of the evolution equation (15) would allow some meaningful interpretation. Furthermore,
one would like the extension to be useful for reparametrization–invariant systems - so a general parametrization λ
should be used to determine the rate of change of an observable related to a function f(q0, q1, . . . , qn, p0, p1, . . . , pn):
df
dt
= {f,H} + ∂f
∂t
→
df
dλ
= Jf,HK (30)
{f, g} = ∂f
∂q
∂g
∂p
− ∂f
∂p
∂g
∂q
→
→ Jf, gK = {f, g} + ( ∂
∂x0
←→⊗ ∂
∂p0
)▷ (f←→⊗g)
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This brings the attention only on the expression of the Poisson Bracket on the (x0, p0) sub-space of the phase space.
One approach is to set x0 = ct on a similar footing as all the other coordinates qi for i = 1 . . . n (see for example Ref.
[20, 21, 26, 82]):
q
x0, p0
y
= ( ∂
∂x0
∂
∂p0
− ∂
∂p0
∂
∂x0
)▷ (x0 ⊗ p0) = 1 (31)
The rational for such a choice is to consider qi and pj as vectors living in dual spaces and thus the natural choice{qi, pj} = δij to be extended to Jqµ, pνK = δµν which leads qx0, p0y = 1. The problem with this choice for the particular
metric signature {+,−,−,−}, as discussed in Section III A, is that there is no difference between upper and lower 0
indexes and thus the coordinate time t is too much like all the other configuration coordinates but when done in
treatments that are using the signature {−,+,+,+}, which is easy on the index manipulations for spacial vectors;
furthermore, there is no explicit local Lorentz invariance, and upon canonical quantization does not give the usual
expression for pˆ0 that is more like the expression for the usual space-related momenta pˆi (23) rather than (25). To
resolve this issues, it seems better to consider:
{f, g}→ Jf, gK = −ηµν ( ∂f
∂qµ
∂g
∂pν
− ∂f
∂pµ
∂g
∂qν
) (32)
where µ = 0,1, . . . , n and ηµν is the Lorentz-invariant tensor with signature 1,−1, . . . ,−1. The minus sign in front of
ηµν is to recover the usual Poisson bracket between qi and pi for i = 1 . . . n as expected in the signature {−,+,+,+}
treatment. This expression is explicitly Lorentz invariant, which singles out q0 = ct as different from the other special
coordinates qi and it results in the correct expression for pˆ0 upon canonical quantization since now:q
x0, p0
y
= −1 (33)
Thus, the generalized Poisson bracket is:
Jf, gK = {f, g} − ( ∂f
∂x0
∂g
∂p0
− ∂f
∂p0
∂g
∂x0
) (34)
Such expression has already been derived [60] based on the invariance of the Lagrange brackets which will not be
discussed here. The reader will see in the forthcoming two examples that the meaning of the general parametrization
λ is intimately related to the choice of extended Hamiltonian H .
Alternatively one can absorb the “−” into the ηµν and thus adopt instead the signature {−,+,+,+} for ηµν . Then
the expression
√
g(v⃗, v⃗) in Section IIIA will become √−g(v⃗, v⃗). This is an alternative approach that seems to arrive
at the very much the same general conclusions [20, 21].
C. Implementing the Hamiltonian Constraint
If one uses the extended Poisson bracket Jf, gK one can extend also the classical Hamiltonian H in a suitable way:
H →H =H+? (35)
so that the Hamiltonian’s evolution equations are recovered:
df
dx0
= {f,H} + ∂f
∂x0
→
df
dλ
= Jf,HK . (36)
If λ is chosen to be the coordinate time t, then one has:
df
dt
= {f,H} + ∂f
∂t
= Jf,HK ,
Jf,HK = {f,H} − ( ∂f
∂x0
∂H
∂p0
− ∂f
∂p0
∂H
∂x0
) .
To get the usual ∂f
∂t
that is the explicit time derivation of an observable f , the extended Hamiltonian H should be
chosen to be:
H =H(qi, pi) − cp0 (37)
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Then one has:
df
dx0
→
df
dλ
∶= Jf,HK = {f,H} − ( ∂f
∂x0
∂H
∂p0
− ∂f
∂p0
∂H
∂x0
) =
= {f,H} − ( ∂f
∂x0
∂(−p0)
∂p0
− ∂f
∂p0
∂H
∂x0
)
= {f,H} + ∂f
∂x0
+ ∂f
∂p0
( ∂H
∂x0
)
This is the usual Hamiltonian evolution equation as long as there is no explicit time dependence in the classical
Hamiltonian H = H(qi, pi), which is often the case. Even if there is an explicit time dependence of the classical
Hamiltonian the extra term will kick-in only if the observable f depends explicitly on p0. For example, if f = p0 then
the extra term results in the correct expression for the rate of change of p0, The extended Poisson bracket Jf, gK and
the extended Hamiltonian H = H(qi, pi) − cp0 will recover the standard Hamiltonian formalism. Upon imposing the
requirement H = 0, one can determine the phase-space of the system which will also recover the usual relationship
that the classical Hamiltonian H(qi, pi) is related to the energy of the system H(qi, pi) = E = cp0.
Apparent drawback is that H = H(qi, pi) − cp0 does not seems to be generally covariant. However, this is due to
the choice of parametrization λ = x0 = ct that has been identified with the laboratory time coordinate t. In a theory
that is built upon a reparametrization-invariant first-order homogeneous Lagrangian with H ≡ 0 then H is generally
covariant by construction.
In the alternative approach developed in [20, 21] that is using {qµ, pν} = δµν one arrives at an extended Hamiltonian
that has a + sign in front of p0, that is, H = H(qi, pi) + cp0. Such expression, in general, does not convey the
significance of H ≡ 0 because one usually expects the Hamiltonian H(qi, pi) as well as p0 to be related to the energy of
a system and for non-interacting systems, all these are expected to be positive. Furthermore, the expression may be
confused to stand for the usual addition of various energy components such as energy of a particle cp0 and interaction
energy with the environment H(qi, pi). This could be mitigated partially if one uses the dual of p0 instead because
for signature {−,+, ...,+} this results in H =H(qi, pi) − cp0.
D. The Schro¨dinger Equation
Using the above described extended Hamiltonian formalism, one can look at the corresponding quantum picture.
Most of it is already in the correct form:
{A,B}→ JA,BK → 1
ih̵
[Aˆ,Bˆ] (38)
{qi, pi} = 1 → Jqi, piK = 1 (39)
⇒ [qˆ, pˆ] = ih̵⇒ pˆi = −ih̵ ∂
∂qi
{q0, p0} = −1 → Jq0, p0K = −1 (40)
⇒ [qˆ0, pˆ0] = −ih̵⇒ pˆ0 = ih̵ ∂
∂q0
H = {Hψ ≡ 0} (41)
Looking at the expression (37) for λ = q0 = ct, one now has:
cp0ψ =H(qi, pi)ψ (42)
which is exactly the Schro¨dinger equation [77]:
ih̵
∂ψ
∂t
=H(qi, pi)ψ (43)
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One can arrived at the Schro¨dinger equation even with the alternative choice of the extended Poisson Bracket, and
the opposite sign in the expression of pˆ0 would come handy and collaborate with + sign in the alternative extended
Hamiltonian (H =H(qi, pi) + cp0) to produce the correct Schro¨dinger equation [20, 21].
The Schro¨dinger equation (43) along with its dual equation show that the norm of the state ψ, which is a solu-
tion to (43), will be conserved as long as H(qi, pi) is self-dual operator; that is, H(qi, pi) is a Hermitian operator
(H†(qi, pi) = H(qi, pi)) within the considered Hilbert space with the appropriate inner product. Thus, within the
Schro¨dinger’s picture of Quantum Mechanics, the unitary evolution of a state is a well-understood property of the
corresponding picture. The Schro¨dinger’s picture of Quantum Mechanics is also equivalent to the Heisenberg’s pic-
ture based on the Hamiltonian’s evolution equation (36). In the Heisenberg’s picture, the state of the system is
un-mutable, while the measurement operators are undergoing a unitary evolution according to equation similar to
Heisenberg’s evolution equations [83]. In this section, the Schro¨dinger equation (43) was derived upon the specifi-
cation of a particular mathematical expression for the extended Hamiltonian (H = H(qi, pi) + cp0) that is relevant
when the process parametrization λ takes upon the meaning of coordinate time t and thus (43) follows from (41) via
(42). Under this specification, the standard Schro¨dinger’s picture is recovered along with all its well-known unitary
evolution and probability interpretation. The equation (41), that should be used to define the Hilbert space of the
corresponding system under consideration, is also form-invariant upon a much larger class of unitary transformations.
What will be the form and meaning of the unitary evolution, Schro¨dinger’s or Heisenberg’s or some other type, is not
clear in general since one has to determine the meaning of the parameter λ which is intimately related to the specific
mathematical expression that would encode the Hamiltonian constraint (41). The connection between the specific
meaning of parameter λ and the mathematical form of the extended HamiltonianH will be illustrated in more details
in the next sections as well as in the appendix. Nevertheless, (41) is a strong justification for the linear superposition
principle that is a key property of the Quantum Mechanics.
VI. THE MEANING OF λ AND THE ROLE OF THE HAMILTONIAN CONSTRAINT
In this section, I discuss the meaning of the time (evolution) parameter λ as related to the choice of expressing
the Hamiltonian constraint of a reparametrization-invariant system based on first-order homogeneous Lagrangians in
the velocities. Up to my best knowledge, the general functional form of the first-order homogeneous Lagrangians in
n-dimensional space-time is not fully understood yet [6, 17, 25]. Never the less, since any motion of an object can be
viewed either in a co-moving frame, where the object is practically at rest and thus moving only through time while
all the other coordinates are then irrelevant, or one can employ curvilinear coordinates where the motion is only along
one of the spatial coordinates; that is, the motion is along its trajectory coordinate while all other spacial curvilinear
coordinates are fixed. In this respect, the following sections still bear significant physical content and the results are
valid in the general context as seen in the Appendix section VIII for the case of the relativistic particle; however, I
prefer the main exposition below to be without the unnecessary clutter of multi-dimensional notations.
A. The Picture from Lagrangian Mechanics’ Point of View
For the simplest possible case of only one space-time coordinate, one has an explicit unique form for the Lagrangian
based on the Euler’s equation for homogeneous functions of first-order in the velocity:
v
∂L(q, v)
∂v
= L(q, v)⇒ L(q, v) = φ(q)v (44)
The action A will take a very simple form:
A = ∫ L(q, v)dλ = ∫ φ(q)vdλ = ∫ φ(q)dq (45)
The Euler-Lagrange equations are now:
dp
dλ
=
∂L
∂q
, p ∶= ∂L
∂v
= φ(q) (46)
The Hamiltonian function is then:
H = pv −L ≡ 0 (47)
At this point, there are two choices for the meaning of the coordinate q. It could be a spatial coordinate or a
time coordinate. For the present exposition the time-like coordinate is of special interest, but as a warmup and for
comparison I will discuss first the space-like case.
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1. The Proper Length Parametrization and the Onset of Quantum Length Scale
If one choses to associate q with a position in space than v can be the coordinate velocity if λ = t. In general, one
has v = dq/dλ and looking for the q(λ) that minimizes A tells us a trajectory that has a unique value associated to
it - the minimum ∆ for the action A where q(λ) satisfies the Euler-Lagrange equations. However, the equations are
now trivially satisfied for any q(λ) since L(q, v) = φ(q)v, and p = φ(q):
dφ(q)
dλ
=
∂φ
∂q
v⇔
∂φ
∂q
dq
dλ
=
∂φ
∂q
v (48)
This is very similar to the multi-dimentinal case discusser in Ref. [31]. The Hamiltonian function is not telling us
anything new either – it is bringing us back to the original expression for L = pv with p = φ(q).
However, based on conservation of the equivalent Lagrangians L(n) = (L1)n one can impose dL1dλ = 0 to ensure
conservation of L1 that gives us an additional equation:
dL1
dλ
= 0⇒
dφ(q)
dλ
v + φ(q) dv
dλ
= 0 (49)
⇒
dv
dλ
= −v2 ∂ lnφ(q)
∂q
(50)
The equation for the rate of change of the velocity v is gauge invariant under the general change of parametrization
λ→ ξ given by a general function λ(ξ):
d(v−1)
dλ
=
∂ lnφ(q)
∂q
⇔
d(w−1)
dξ
=
∂ lnψ(q)
∂q
(51)
where v = dq
dλ
, w = dq
dξ
, and φ(q) = ψ(q)λ′(q), with λ′(q) = dλ
dξ
∣
q
.
The gauge invariance can be seen either from the expression for the Lagrangian L within the action A (45) or from
the following direct mathematical considerations.
Consider first how the left-hand side transforms:
d(v−1)
dλ
=
d
dλ
(dλ
dq
)→
=
d
dλ(ξ) (dλ(ξ)dq ) = dλ′dξ (λ′dξdq ) =
=
d
dξ
(dξ
dq
) + λ′′
λ′
(dξ
dq
)
=
d
dξ
(w−1) + d ln(λ′)
dξ
(dξ
dq
)
=
d
dξ
(w−1) + d ln(dλdξ )
dq
⇒
d(v−1)
dλ
→
d
dξ
(w−1) + d ln(λ′)
dq
(52)
the right-hand side transforms as follows:
∂ lnφ(q)
∂q
→
∂ ln(ψ(q)λ′)
∂q
=
∂ ln(ψ(q))
∂q
+ ∂ ln(λ′)
∂q
(53)
Thus, the λ′ terms would cancel out.
By looking at φ(q) in the equation (50) one can see that if φ(q), which is the momentum p, is constant (p = φ(q) = φ0)
during the process then v does not change and is conserved along the path q(λ) = vλ + q(0) and the constant value
of the Lagrangian is φ0v (L = φ0v). If one assumes λ = v−1q with v an arbitrary non-zero constant then the equation
(50) demands φ(q), the momentum p, to be constant p = φ(q) = φ0:
0 =
d(v−1)
dλ
=
∂ lnφ(q)
∂q
(54)
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In this case a new parametrization can be chosen - the proper–length l so that (dl = φ0dq = φ0vdλ) and the value
of the Lagrangian becomes one (L = φ0v → L = 1):
A = ∫ L(q, v)dλ = ∫ φ(q)vdλ = ∫ φ(q)dq
⇒ ∆l =∫ φ0dq = φ0∆q = φ0v∆λ
The proper-length l can be introduced even in the general case of φ(q):
dl = φ(q)dq = φ(q)vdλ,
⇒A = ∫ L(q, v)dλ = ∫ dl =∆l
If one choses the proper length dl = φ(q)dq as parametrization, then the Lagrangian is explicitly a constant (L = 1)
and the “velocity” is w = dq/dl = 1
φ(q) , but from the form invariant expression of the action integral, ψ(q)wdl =
φ(q)vdλ = φ(q)dq = dl one also has L = pw which requires p = ψ(q) = φ(q) so that L = 1. In this case the Euler-
Lagrange equations:
dp
dl
=
∂L
∂q
, p ∶= ∂L
∂w
= ψ(q) = φ(q) (55)
are trivially satisfied as well:
dφ(q)
dl
=
∂L
∂q
→
dφ(q)
dq
dq
dl
= w
∂φ(q)
∂q
→
1
φ(q) ∂φ(q)∂q (56)
If one looks for any other parameterizations, which correspond to constant L and thus satisfy (50) or the equivalent
equation (51), one can conclude that there is a family of parameterizations up to a constant factor λ0 related to
λ0dλ = φ(q)dq. For this purpose, consider (51) such that λ = λ(q) since there is no other variable for λ to depend on.
Then equation (51) gives us:
∂ lnφ(q)
∂q
=
d(v−1)
dλ
=
d
dλ
(dλ
dq
)
= ( dq
dλ
) d
dq
(dλ
dq
) = d lnλ′(q)
dq
⇒
∂ lnφ(q)
∂q
=
d lnλ′(q)
dq
with the general solution λ′(q) = φ(q)/λ0 ⇒ λ0dλ = φ(q)dq.
The above considerations show that there is always a choice of parametrization that makes the Lagrangian constant.
In particular, in the proper-length parametrization when using dl = φ(q)dq one can make L = 1. Of course, there is
also the question whether φ(q) is well behaved in order to establish good equivalence between the l value and the q
coordinate of the trajectory of the process with p = φ(q).
Since p = φ(q) should be related to the momentum of the system, then a process can be considered classical with
conserved linear momentum if a value can be associated to the process and it is independent of the observational
length scale ∆q via:
p(∆q) ∶= ⟨φ⟩
∆q =
1
∆q
∆q
∫
0
φ(q)dq = 1
∆q
∆l
∫
0
dl =
∆l
∆q
(57)
In the center of mass of the system one can expect p = 0 which will mean that there is no change in l for the process.
However, this may also happen due to quantum effects when quantum fluctuations are canceling out at a large enough
scales. Furthermore, if one studies natural processes at shorter and shorter scales than one may encounter systems
where the proper-length is poorly defined due to fluctuations of φ(q) and the above formula is not applicable because
of limitations at very small scales. The observation of such a length scale δ can signal the onset of quantum
phenomenon.
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2. The Proper Time Parametrization and the Onset of Quantum Time Scale
Now, let us consider the possibility that the q coordinate is time-like. In what follows, q will be set to be the
laboratory time coordinate t and the rate of its change dt/dλ will be denoted with u instead of v0 but I will not use
E nor p0 for p which in this case carry the correct meaning of p:
L1(t, u) = φ(t)u⇒ u ∶= dt
dλ
, p ∶= ∂L1
∂u
= φ(t), (58)
dp
dλ
=
∂L1
∂t
⇒
dφ(t)
dλ
= u
∂φ(t)
∂t
(59)
The corresponding Hamiltonian function is then:
H = pu −L ≡ 0 (60)
but one cannot say anything about the rate with which u is changing. The action A will take the value ∆ for the
overall observed motion:
A = ∫ L(t, u)dλ = ∫ uφ(t)dλ = ∫ φ(t)dt =∆ (61)
Since the model is reparametrization invariant, one can define a quantity that different observers can deduce from
observations and compare - this is the proper–time parametrization τ :
dτ = φ(t)dt (62)
In this parametrization the action A will take simpler form:
A = ∫ L(t, u)dλ = ∫ uφ(t)dλ = ∫ φ(t)dt = ∫ dτ =∆τ (63)
and different observers will be able to compare different phases of the process and deduce overall scale factor that will
allow identical results.
Furthermore, for the equivalent Lagrangians L(n) = (L1)n there is an explicit time dependence. Thus, the corre-
sponding Hamiltonian functions will not be integrals of the motion. For example, H(2) = L(1) = φ(t)u. However, the
proper-time parametrization will make L1 = 1 or by requiring
dL1
dλ
= 0 one will arrive again at:
dL1
dλ
= 0⇒
du
dλ
= −u2 d lnφ(t)
dt
(64)
which has the general solutions λ0dλ = φ(t)dt as discussed in the previous section.
However, again if φ(t) = φ0 is a constant then u = ζ is a constant too; therefore, the rate of change of t and λ are
proportional. This means that one can choose the unit of the process time λ to be the same as the coordinate time t
which makes u = 1. Therefore, the action integral will give us:
A = ∫ L(t, u)dλ = ∫ φ(t)dt =∆τ → φ0 ∫ dt = φ0∆t = φ0ζ∆λ (65)
Alternatively, if one starts with λ = t, then one has u = 1, L = φ(t), and p should be assumed to be φ(t) since
that was the case for all other choices of parameterization. Then one can consider the proper time τ as a new choice
of parametrization to study the system. In the proper-time parametrization L = 1 which is explicitly a constant.
It seems that for massive particles/systems one can always expect L to be non-zero and thus in the proper-time
parametrization to be set to 1. Since the corresponding momentum p = p0 = φ(t) should be related to the energy of
the system, then a process can be considered classical with conserved energy if a quantity (energy) can be associated
to the process and it is independent of the observational time interval ∆t via:
E = E(∆t) ∶= ⟨φ⟩
∆t =
1
∆t
∆t
∫
0
φ(t)dt = 1
∆t
∆τ
∫
0
dτ =
∆τ
∆t
(66)
However, if one studies natural processes at shorter and shorter time scales then one may encounter systems where
the proper-time is poorly defined due to fluctuations of φ(t) and the above formula is not applicable because of
fluctuations at very small time scales. The observation of such time scale δ can signal the onset of quantum
phenomenon.
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B. The Picture from Hamiltonian Mechanics Point of View
Consider now the same system but from the Hamiltonian point of view using the extended Poisson bracket. The
main relationships in the Lagrangian formulation based on the Lagrangian L1(t, u) = φ(t)u are u ∶= dtdλ , p ∶= ∂L1∂u = φ(t),
and H = pu −L ≡ 0. If one considers the choice of parametrization λ to be the laboratory time coordinate t then one
has u = 1, L1(t, u) = φ(t), and H = p −L ≡ 0 which is consistent with the general expression p ∶= ∂L1∂u = φ(t) that holds
for general choice of parameterizations. Thus the general constraint would be to make sure that (in what follows I
will use c = 1 units):
p0 = φ(t) (67)
Here I use explicitly the sub-index zero to emphasize that this is to be related to the energy momentum of a system.
1. Hamiltonian Constraint for λ in Coordinate-Time Role (λ = t)
The above expression immediately suggests an extended Hamiltonian in the spirit of H → H = H − p0 that will
have the form:
H = φ(t) − p0 (68)
Now an interesting question is: How the phase-space coordinates evolve and what is the meaning of λ for such choice
of extended Hamiltonian? To answer this question one looks at the evolution equation for the function t and for p0:
dt
dλ
= Jt,HK⇒ dt
dλ
= Jt, (−p0)K = 1 (69)
Thus this immediately tells us that the choice of λ is actually the laboratory time coordinate. Now one has to confirm
the consistency by looking at the evolution of p0:
dp0
dλ
= Jp0,HK⇒ dp0
dλ
= Jp0, φ(t)K = ∂φ(t)
∂t
(70)
Thus, the choice of H = φ(t) − p0 ≡ 0 corresponds to λ = t indeed.
2. Hamiltonian Constraint for λ in the Proper-Time Role (λ = τ)
The constraint in the equation (67) has many possible realizations. Another possibility is:
H = 1 − p0
φ(t) (71)
What is the meaning of λ for this form of H? Again one looks at the evolution of t and p0:
dt
dλ
= Jt,HK⇒ dt
dλ
=
1
φ(t) Jt, (−p0)K = 1φ(t) (72)
Thus, this is the proper time parametrization choice since dλ = φ(t)dt = dτ . Again one checks the consistency by
looking at p0 ∶
dp0
dλ
= Jp0,HK⇒ dp0
dλ
= −p0
s
p0,
1
φ(t)
{
⇒ −p0 ∂ (φ(t))−1
∂t
= −p0 ( −1
φ(t)2) ∂φ(t)∂t
Since one has to keep p0 = φ(t) this finally gives the same expression as in the laboratory coordinate time because
dλ = φ(t)dt = dτ :
dp0
dτ
=
1
φ(t) ∂φ(t)∂t ⇒ 1φ(t) dp0dt = 1φ(t) ∂φ(t)∂t (73)
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3. The Quantum Mechanics Picture and the Positivity of the Energy
If one applies the Canonical Quantization formalism to the extended Hamiltonian framework with the H for the
time coordinate parametrization λ = t, one obtains the standard Schro¨dinger equation:
H = φ(t) − p0 → Hˆψ(t) = 0⇒ ih̵∂ψ
∂t
= φ(t)ψ (74)
where the wave function solutions ψ(t) are given by:
ψ(t) = 1
N
exp
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣−
i
h̵
⎛⎜⎝
t<δ
∫
0
φ(t)dt + p0 t≫δ∫
δ
dt
⎞⎟⎠
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (75)
For coordinate-time interval of the process ∆t≫ δ such that the energy p0 = E is conserved, as discussed earlier in the
Lagrangian formulation of this system (66), this is the familiar plane wave with normalization factor N = 1. However,
for fluctuation of φ(t) at short time scale ∆t > δ that does not show energy conservation for the process then the wave
function is related to the integral of φ(t) and the normalization N may now depend on the size of δ and the structure
of the relevant Hilbert space. It is a standard procedure to choose N to be a positive real number that guarantees
the state wave function to be normalized to 1 for the chosen inner product [83]. Generally, the inner product in the
space of solutions that turns it into a Hilbert space could be tricky and may need appropriate extension of the notion
of model space beyond the standard Hilbert space framework [84]. Regardless of the particular choice of the inner
product, one can always determine N > 0 based on the fact that the inner product results in an appropriate norm
with measure that is positive ∥ψ∥2 = ⟨ψ∣ψ⟩ > 0 due to the general properties of the inner product.
For the current purpose, however, a running average may be useful. In particular, for the plane waves one can use a
standard mathematical scalar product where ∆ would be a sufficiently long observational window for the process such
that energy is conserved and thus slight variations in the window time duration ∆ are producing consistent results.
Having consistent results is an important assumption here and in this sense is related to the details of the chosen
inner-product:
⟨Ψ∣Φ⟩∆ = 1∆
t0+∆
∫
t0
Ψ∗Φdt (76)
The interpretation of Ψ∗Ψ as probability density over the configuration space (extended space-time configuration
space) is still valid. For example, by including a spatial volume V integration in (76) one arrives at a well-normalized
state in the case of “standard quantum-mechanical” Newtonian-time description of a system where the states of
the system are already specially normalized to 1 such that the volume integral satisfies ∫V Ψ∗Φd3x = 1. In this
case, one extends trivially the integration to be over V × [t0, t0 +∆] and one can see the need of the factor 1∆ to
complete the normalization of the state to 100% probability. That is, doing a measurement within and time window[t0, t0 +∆] results in observing the particle somewhere in the space V at some moment between [t0, t0 +∆] during
the measurement. Even more, the above expression is still reasonable even in the case of plane-waves where the usual
quantum mechanics has issues in coming up with a well-normalizable state formulation. In the case of the plane-waves
one may have to consider also the extend of the spacial measurement as part of the ∆ factor. Here the time duration
∆ is the (spacetime) window of an experimental measurement process that plays the role of regularization procedure.
In some sense, it is related to the resolution of the measurement since any two plane waves with periods Tm and
Tn such that (TmTn)/∣Tm − Tn∣ << ∆ will be practically orthogonal. For example, consider a Fourier series based on
periods Tn = ε/n with ε <<∆ then one has that all members of the series form orthonormal basis since ε/∣m−n∣ <<∆
as long as one considers ε/∆ ≈ 0. Finally, the specific value t0 is more of a place holder for when the measurements
where made, but the outcome of identical experiments should not really depend on it as long as all the external
conditions have been also t0 - independent.
In the case of the proper-time parametrization λ = τ one is facing the question of ordering of the operators that
can be resolved by the requirement of Hermiticity of the extended Hamiltonian with respect to the usual QM rules:
H = 1 − 1
2
( 1
φ(t)p0 + p0 1φ(t)) (77)
The corresponding Schro¨dinger like equation now will have an additional term:
ψ(t) − 1
2
( 1
φ(t) pˆ0ψ(t) + pˆ0ψ(t)φ(t) ) = 0 (78)
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ψ(t) − ih̵
2
1
φ(t) (∂ψ∂t + φ(t) ∂∂t (ψ(t)φ(t) )) = 0 (79)
ih̵
∂ψ
∂t
= [φ(t) + ih̵
2
(∂ lnφ(t)
∂t
)]ψ(t) (80)
Therefore, the amplitude of the original plane wave will be modulated now by an additional factor ̺(t) satisfying:
∂̺(t)
∂t
=
1
2
(∂ lnφ(t)
∂t
)̺(t) (81)
This factor will not disappear for ∆t ≫ δ when the energy p0 = E is conserved. It will have the form ̺(t) = √φ(t)
and now the wave function will be:
ψ(t) = 1
N
√
φ(t) exp⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣−
i
h̵
⎛⎜⎝
t<δ
∫
0
φ(t)dt + p0 t≫δ∫
δ
dt
⎞⎟⎠
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (82)
The expression (82) shows that the complex conjugated wave function ψ(t)∗ should, therefore, be viewed as the wave
function for the time reversal process of the original process. Notice that φ(t) is expected to be positive in order
to be physical which guarantees proper causal relationship as indicated by the relationship between the proper-time
and the coordinate-time (62) and discussed in Section III B. Furthermore, since (80) is a linear equation for the wave
function ψ(t), the solution is determined up to an overall scalar factor. It is a standard procedure to choose N to be
a positive real number that guarantees the wave function to be normalized to 1 for the chosen inner product, in the
example case considered, the inner product is given by (76).
Furthermore, for processes when energy conservation is observed the modulating factor modifies the wave function
normalization to N =
√
p0. The result is very interesting since the positivity of the norm now requires positivity
of the energy E = p0 > 0 since φ(t)→ p0. In the rest frame this should correspond to the rest mass of the particle.
∥ψ∥2 = ⟨ψ∣ψ⟩∆ = 1
N 2∆
∆≫δ
∫
0
φ(t)dt Ð→
∆→∞
p0
N 2
> 0. (83)
Since the normalization factor N is somewhat arbitrary one may choose N = 1 and keep track of the overall norm of
the state ∥ψ∥2, in this case one has ∥ψ∥2 = p0. Thus, the the positivity of the norm ∥ψ∥2 > 0 implies positivity of the
energy E = p0 > 0. Notice that somewhat similar result has been obtained in Ref. [20] where the quantum-mechanical
probability density has been related to the energy density of the wave-function potential.
By applying the operator pˆ0 on the wave function (82) and considering the limit φ(t)→ p0 > 0, one has:
pˆ0ψ(t) = ih̵ ∂
∂t
ψ(t) = ( ih̵
2
∂ lnφ(t)
∂t
+ φ(t))ψ(t) → p0ψ(t) (84)
and by doing the same on the complex conjugated function one has:
pˆ0ψ(t)∗ = ih̵ ∂
∂t
ψ(t)∗ = ( ih̵
2
∂ lnφ(t)
∂t
− φ(t))ψ(t)∗ → −p0ψ(t)∗ (85)
Thus, the complex conjugate wave function corresponds to well-normalized but negative energy state that could also
be viewed as a time-reversal state with positive energy since p0 > 0 in both cases:
ψ(t)∗ = 1
N
√
φ(t) exp⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣+
i
h̵
⎛⎜⎝
t<δ
∫
0
φ(t)dt + p0 t≫δ∫
δ
dt
⎞⎟⎠
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
1
N
√
φ(t) exp ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣−
i
h̵
⎛⎜⎝p0
−δ
∫
−∞
dt +
0
∫
−δ
φ(−t)dt⎞⎟⎠
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (86)
In the appendix Section VIII, the multi-dimensional case of the relativistic particle has been considered. The
results corresponding to the above discussion are given by equations (110) and (111). As seen from the discussion
in the Appendix, there is a preferred choice of an inner product that results in a normalized state when the size
of measurement window ∆τ is chosen to correspond to the proper-time interval for the measurement. In general,
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however, an observer could define the inner product based on the measurement window ∆t corresponding to the
coordinate-time t in the lab, in this case, the norm of the state is related to the relativistic factor γ = 1/√1 − v2/c2.
The relativistic factor γ is usually considered to be positive, and it should be positive since according to the result
in (111) it is related to the norm of the state. The relativistic factor can be expressed also in terms of the energy-
momentum components and in the particular case of conserved energy-momentum, the positivity of the energy follows
since p0 = γ
√−gµνpµpν .
4. The Rate of Change Along a Coordinate and Normalizability of the Wave Function
The extended canonical Poisson brackets were chosen to result in the Lorentz-invariant bracket that gives us the
usual form for the momentum operators in quantum mechanics along with a reasonable new expression for the
evolution equation that involves the extended Hamiltonian H. In analogy to the evolution equation, one can ask
what is the meaning of λ if one decides to choose H to be any of the linear momentum generators? If one does so,
then one sees thatH = p1 in the evolution equation corresponds to change along the q1 coordinate since then dλ = dq1
(here 1 indicates any of the spatial coordinates):
df
dλ
= Jf,HK→ df
dλ
= Jf, p1K⇒ dq1
dλ
= Jq1, p1K = 1 (87)
For f = p1 this will give us conservation of p1:
df
dλ
= Jf,HK→ dp1
dλ
= Jp1, p1K⇒ dp1
dλ
= 0 (88)
If one tries to construct the phase space of this system using H = 0 one will get only p1 = 0 which is expected to
correspond to non-moving particle along q1. To get to the more accurate expression one must take advantage of the
fact thatH relevant for the evolution equation is determined up to a constant. That is,H andH + const will give us
the same evolution equations. Thus, in the above example it is more relevant to considerH = p1−p1(0). The meaning
of the constant becomes clear from the condition H = 0 on the states to be considered; then the constant is the value
of the conserved momentum p1(0). This is in agreement with the discussion on the Lagrangian L = φ(q)(dq/dλ)
when q was a spatial coordinate and demanded constant value of φ(q) = φ0 = p1(0) by the choice of parametrization
q = λ + q(0). Furthermore, since H = p1 − φ0 can also be viewed as equivalent to H = v(p1 − φ0) when defining the
phase space, then this will corresponds to q = vλ+ q(0) parametrization. In this respect for H = v(p1 −p1(0)) one has
the interpretation of the constant p1(0) as φ0 in the Lagrangian formalism and one can see that L = vφ0 = vp1(0).
In this spirit of reasoning, one sees that p0 will correspond to backward coordinate time motion when one considers
H = p0 −E, i.e for f = t one has:
df
dλ
= Jf,HK→ dt
dλ
= Jt, p0K→ dt
dλ
= −1 (89)
and the energy p0 is conserved, which is consistent with the choice of a manifold structure determined byH = p0−E = 0.
From the above discussion, one can conclude that the extended Hamiltonian H can also reflect space transforma-
tions back and forth along a spatial coordinate. Therefore, H should be viewed as a generator of transformations
along a path. H = 0 reflects the laboratory coordinate expression of the path as viewed by the observer and gives
the relationship between the laboratory coordinate q1 and the corresponding momentum p1 along the space-like
path. When the path is a process, thus time-like related curve, then H is the extended Hamiltonian describing the
relationship between the time coordinate t and the energy of the process E = p0 as seen by the observer.
Going back to the one spatial coordinate case, the corresponding quantum picture now is based on H = p1 − p1(0)
and gives:
H = p1 − φ(q) → Hˆψ(t) = 0⇒ −ih̵∂ψ
∂q
= φ(q)ψ (90)
where the wave function solutions ψ(q) are given by:
ψ(q) = 1
N
exp
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
i
h̵
⎛⎜⎝
q<δ
∫
0
φ(q)dq + p1 q≫δ∫
δ
dq
⎞⎟⎠
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (91)
For spatial coordinate interval of the process ∆q ≫ δ such that the momentum p1 is conserved, as discussed earlier
in the Lagrangian formulation of this system (57), this is the familiar plane wave with normalization factor N = 1 if
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one switches to q = vt. However, for fluctuation of φ(q) at short length scale ∆q > δ that does not show momentum
conservation for the process then the wave function is related to the integral of φ(q) and the normalization N may
depend on the size of δ and the structure of the relevant Hilbert space. Again the inner product in the space of
solutions that turns it into a Hilbert space could be tricky, but a running average may be useful. However, for the
plane waves one can use the standard inner product where ∆ would be a sufficiently long observational window for the
process such that momentum is conserved and thus slight variations in the window size ∆ are producing consistent
results for the structure of the Hilbert space:
⟨Ψ∣Φ⟩∆ = 1∆ ∫ Ψ∗Φdq
Unlike the one-time coordinate case, here one does not have any limitation on the sign of the linear momentum and
if one views the process as a moving particle with velocity v then the complex conjugated wave function ψ(q)∗ would
correspond to a particle moving with opposite momentum or equivalently with opposite direction of the velocity. The
expression (91) shows that the complex conjugated wave function ψ(q)∗ should, therefore, be viewed as the wave
function for the directionally reversed process of the original process.
One can also construct the extended Hamiltonian H for the proper-length parameterization or motion along a
curved path by looking at H = (p1/φ(q1)) − χ(q1) which gives us the proper-length relationship dl = dλ = φ(q1)dq1
and χ(q1) should be such that the Hamiltonian constraint H = 0 gives p1 = φ(q1) as before. Thus, χ(q1) = 1 finally
gives us the H for proper-length parameterization:
H =
p1
φ(q1) − 1
df
dλ
= Jf,HK→ dq1
dλ
=
s
q1,
p1
φ(q1) − 1
{
→
dq1
dλ
=
1
φ(q1) Jq1, p1K = 1φ(q1) (92)
df
dλ
= Jf,HK→ dp1
dl
= p1
s
p1,
1
φ(q1)
{
= p1
1
φ(q1)2 ∂φ(q1)∂q1 = ∂ lnφ(q1)∂q1 = dφ(q1)dl (93)
This corresponds to the previous result obtained in the Lagrangian formalism.
The corresponding quantum picture now is very similar to the proper-time quantization with additional term in
the Schro¨dinger like equation:
H =
1
2
( 1
φ(q)p1 + p1 1φ(q)) − 1→ Hˆψ(t) = 0 (94)
1
2
( 1
φ(q) pˆ1ψ(q) + pˆ1ψ(q)φ(q) ) = ψ(q) (95)
− ih̵
2
1
φ(q) (∂ψ∂q + φ(q) ∂∂q (ψ(q)φ(q) )) = ψ(t) (96)
− ih̵∂ψ
∂q
= [φ(q) − ih̵
2
(∂ lnφ(q)
∂q
)]ψ(q) (97)
Therefore, the amplitude of the original wave function will be modulated now by an additional factor ̺(q) satisfying:
∂̺(q)
∂q
=
1
2
(∂ lnφ(q)
∂q
)̺(q) (98)
This factor, ̺(q) =√φ(q), will now become the main part of the wave function if one views the system in the center
of mass frame where p1 = 0.
ψ(q) = 1
N
√
φ(q) exp⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
i
h̵
⎛⎜⎝
q<δ
∫
0
φ(q)dq + p1 q≫δ∫
δ
dq
⎞⎟⎠
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦→
1
N
√
φ(q) (99)
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In general, the normalizability of the wave-function implies positivity of p1 > 0 as in the previous case of the p0 in
the proper-time parametrization. However, the directionality is encoded in the sign of the phase factor and whether
one is looking at ψ or its complex conjugate ψ∗. Thus, for conserved non-zero momentum p1 > 0 the normalization
becomes N 2 = p1:
∥ψ∥2 = ⟨ψ∣ψ⟩∆ = 1
N 2∆
∆>>δ
∫
0
φ(q)dq Ð→
∆→∞
p1
N 2
.
However, in the center of mass frame where p1 = 0 this changes the wave-function normalization N to be related to
the details of the quantum fluctuations of φ(q) since δ <<∆ →∞ leads to:
∥ψ∥2 = ⟨ψ∣ψ⟩∆ = 1
N 2∆
∆≫δ
∫
0
φ(q)dq Ð→
∆→∞ 0.
Thus the effects of the quantum phenomenon disappear when the system is viewed at coarse–grain scale ∆ ≫ δ.
This may indicate that the inner product in the Hilbert space may have to be redefined:
⟨Ψ∣Φ⟩ = ∫ Ψ∗Φdq
Now the normalizability of the wave function is related to the usual spatial localization of the physically
relevant states ψ that was modulated by the factor
√
φ.
∥ψ∥2 = ⟨ψ∣ψ⟩ = 1
N 2
δ
∫
0
φ(q)dq.
5. The Notion of Time Reversal
In the discussion above, I have shown that the meaning of the process time parameterization λ is intimately
related to the choice of the Hamiltonian constraint H as expressed in the laboratory. Changing H to its negative
H → −H does not change the phase space determined by the Hamiltonian constraint H = 0, but changes the choice
of parametrization λ to ξ that are now time reversal to each other dξ = −dλ. One can see this by comparing the
evolution equations of the coordinate time t:
dt
dλ
= Jt,HK→ dt
dξ
= Jt, (−H)K = − dt
dλ
(100)
Thus, if one considers
H = p0 − φ(t) (101)
in the earlier example above, then one would have:
dt
dξ
= Jt,HK→ dt
dξ
= Jt, p0 − φ(t)K = −1 (102)
from where one can deduce that dξ = −dt. If one observed that the energy E = p0 didn’t change during the process then
this will correspond to a time reversal process. For example, if there are two “identical” clocks one in the laboratory
and the other outside and one observes and compare the time from both. Then one can conclude that one clock is
running backwards. This way, it will be possible for models based on reparametrization invariance formalism to have
time reversal as a symmetry along with the common arrow of time due to the positivity of the energy (the rest mass
of the observers).
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C. The Meaning of λ and H
From the previous discussion, we understand that the phase-space momentum coordinates pi can be considered as
generators of forward motion along the corresponding coordinates qi, while the time and energy coordinate stand out
in that p0 will correspond to backward coordinate time transformation. In a similar way, the extended Hamiltonian
H defines the evolution of a system’s observables f along a process parametrized by λ. In the observer’s coordinate
frame H defines the relevant phase space via H = 0 along with equations that tell the observer how the process
will unfold from one stage (state), determined by a point in the phase–space, to the nearby stage (state) - another
point in the phase space. This is different from the Lagrangian formulation where the configuration space M and its
co-tangential space TM that contains the coordinates and the velocities have to be “predetermined” in a way that
has nothing to do with the Lagrangian L. The Lagrangian, however, tell us how the process should be embedded
in the tangential space TM by using the Euler-Lagrange equations of motion expressed in a specific laboratory
coordinate frame. The phase-space, in this case, is determined by the initial conditions and it is expected to be a
sub-manifold of TM upon the evolution using the Euler-Lagrange equations. In the laboratory coordinate frame, the
choice λ = t is the natural first choice for the process parametrization. However, upon investigation of the system
in the Lagrangian formulation one may arrive at the notion of a proper–time τ that may be a more useful choice of
parametrization of a process that should be detached from the choice of a laboratory coordinate frame in the sense
that this is the unique laboratory frame where all the special velocities are zero and the time–speed u is 1. That
is, in an arbitrary laboratory frame the various momenta are determined from pµ = ∂L/∂vµ and evolve according to
Euler-Lagrange equations dpµ/dλ = ∂L/∂xµ, but there is the unique co-moving frame where v0 = dx0/dλ = dt/dλ = 1
and vi = dqi/dλ = 0. Then, for homogeneous Lagrangians of first-order the phase space should be determined by an
additional requirement such as parallel transport that conserves the norm of the vectors (dl/dλ = 0).
In the extended Hamiltonian framework, the phase-space is determined from H = 0 and the evolution of the
coordinates and momenta are governed by the evolution equation via the extended Poisson bracket df/dλ = Jf,HK the
specific choice of H then tells us the details about the coordinate frame where the observer is studying the process.
The reparametrization-invariance was explicit in the Lagrangian framework due to the use of first-order homogeneous
Lagrangians in the velocities. In the extended Hamiltonian formulation this is somehow encoded in the extended
Hamiltonian H and the structure of the phase–space determined from H = 0. To understand how the extended
Hamiltonian should change when one changes the choice of parametrization one can consider the extended Poisson
bracket evolution equation for two different parameterizations that are related by λ(ξ):
df
dλ
= Jf,HλK→ ( dξ
dλ
) df
dξ
= Jf,HλK→ ( dξ
dλ
) Jf,HξK = Jf,HλK
This can be satisfied if dξHξ = dλHλ + dλI where I is an integral of the process (JI,HK = 0) such that I = 0 over
the phase space determined by H = 0. To illustrate this let us consider Ht = φ(t) − p0 and Hτ = 1 − p0φ(t) . From the
specific expressions one can see that Ht = φ(t)Hτ thus dτHτ = dtHt and therefore dτ = φ(t)dt which is the usual
definition of the relationship of the proper-time to the coordinate time.
If one applies this framework to a moving particle with constant velocity v along the spatial coordinate q one has
q = vt + q(0) where t is the new parametrization. Therefore, Hq = p1 − p1(0) should be related to Ht = vHq + vI =
v(p1 − p1(0)) + vI. The question now is what is the integral of motion I? To find it, one should realize that the
configuration space now is two-dimensional (t, q) and the phase–space then will also include (p0, p1). Therefore, I can
be determined from the evolution of the equation for the coordinate t and from the requirement that I is an integral
of motion:
df
dt
= Jf,HtK→ dt
dt
= Jt,HtK = Jt, vIK = 1⇒ I = −p0
v
This way the corresponding general expression for Ht becomes:
Ht = v(p1 − p1(0))− (p0 − p0(0))→Ð→v Ð→p − p0 +E
Although this is the physically more relevant system to study due to its possibility to include at least one spatial
coordinate and the necessary one-time-coordinate within a Minkowski space-time, it is beyond the scope of the
paper which is to analyze the simplest reparametrization-invariant one–dimensional systems for physically relevant
consequences and to understand the meaning of the reparametrization parameter λ.
Based on the examples and the discussions above, one can conclude that the role of the reparametrization parameter
λ is of a placeholder parameter that is to be clarified after a specific choice of the expression for H . However, the
usual dynamic time-like meaning of λ is often associated with the expression forH that defines the whole phase-space
or Hilbert space of the system either via H = 0 or via the expression for Hˆψ = 0.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
Following the main motivation on the importance of reparametrization-invariant models, we have studied the mean-
ing and the roles of the parameter λ for the simplest reparametrization-invariant system in one-dimension as well as
the physically relevant example of the relativistic particle in any dimensions. In the process, the extended Hamiltonian
formulation was discussed that is a Lorentz-invariant, and in general, naturally leads to the standard Schro¨dinger
equation from Quantum Mechanics. The superposition principle which is the bedrock of Quantum Mechanics is a
natural property of the Hilbert space defined via the Hamiltonian constraint HˆΨ = 0. From the examples studied
one can conclude that the proper-length and the proper-time are uniquely identified as the parameterizations where
the corresponding Lagrangian becomes a constant of motion with its value equal to 1. In the corresponding ex-
tended Hamiltonian formulation, the corresponding extended Hamiltonian H is easily identifiable in the coordinate
t parametrization. While I have shown and confirmed the corresponding expression for the extended Hamiltonian
H in the proper-time parametrization τ , it is not clear how to identify the functional form of H in more general
n-dimensional systems. In the case of the relativistic particle in gravitational field, however, a Hamiltonian that
possesses the key properties of non-relativistic system in proper-time parametrization has been studied in the Ap-
pendix. In general, the connection between the explicit form of the extended Hamiltonian H and the meaning of the
parameter λ has been illustrated clearly. The quantum mechanical equivalent of such systems has been studied and
in the coordinate t parametrization, the usual plane wave has been recovered. An interesting result has emerged from
the study of the system using the extended Hamiltonian H for the proper-time parametrization. The wave function
now is modulated by a field φ(t) and in the limit of energy conservation on the macroscopic scale, the energy is forced
to be positive in order to have a normalizable wave function. In the case of the relativistic particle in a gravitational
field, the field φ(t) has been identified with the relativistic factor γ−1 which is connected to the norm of the quan-
tum mechanical state and thus has to be positive. Furthermore, for a weak time-dependent gravitational field, the
energy of the particle receives a factor proportional to the rate of change of the gravitational field. This implies the
positivity of the rest mass when the field fluctuation can be neglected. Similarly, the coordinate distance q recovers
the familiar plane wave with conserved momentum at macroscopic scale and in the proper–length parametrization
the wave function now is modulated by the field φ(q) which should have localizable quantum fluctuations in order to
be normalizable. The normalizability of the wave function requires positivity of the energy and momentum variables
while the directionality is now encoded in the phase factor of the quantum mechanical wave-function ψ and its complex
conjugated ψ∗. Models based on reparametrization-invariance are likely to have time reversal as a symmetry along
with the common arrow of time due to the positivity of the rest mass of the particles. The next step in thes study
on the reparametrization-invariant models is to follow the above procedures and to apply them to particles with spin
and to compare the results with the Dirac’s formalism.
VIII. APPENDIX: THE RELATIVISTIC PARTICLE
In this section the above formalism is illustrated for the case of the relativistic spinless point particle in the
presence of the electromagnetic and gravitational background fields. For the strictly relativistic formalism and with
more details, one can consult [21]. For treatment of particles with spin via the use of singular Lagrangians see [85–
88]. The action a = ∫ L(x,υ)dλ with (dimensionless) velocity υµ = dxµ/dλ is reparametrization invariant when the
following relativistic particle Lagrangian is considered:
L = qAµυ
µ −mc2√−gµνυµυν .
Notice that in this section I have chosen a different metric signature (− + ++) that is more practical since it avoids
sign changes when going from covariant to contravariant spacial components. The corresponding Euler-Lagrange
equations are:
πµ =
∂L
∂υµ
= qAµ +mc2 gµνυν√−gµνυµυν ,
dπρ
dλ
=
∂L
∂xρ
= qAµ,ρυ
µ + mc2
2
gµν,ρυ
µυν√−gµνυµυν
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A. Coordinate-time parametrization
The choice of coordinate-time parametrization (dλ = dt, dx0 = cdt) breaks explicitly the reparametrization invariance
and results in dimension-full velocity vµ = (c,Ð→v ). In what follows v⃗ = (dÐ→x /dt) denotes the usual three-dimensional
velocity and v0 = dx0/dt = c. Furthermore, v2 = v⃗⋅v⃗ = gijvivj is considered implicitly x-dependent due to the metric
gij(x). Notice that although the metric signature is (−+++) when g00 is written explicitly it will be considered to be
positive ∣g00∣ = −g00.
1. Lagrangian Formulation
The Lagrangian and the corresponding Euler-Lagrange Equations are:
L = qcA0 + qAivi −mc2
√
g00 − v⃗⋅v⃗
c2
= qcA0 + qAivi −mc2γ−1 ,
πi =
∂L
∂vi
= qAi +m vi√
g00 − v⃗⋅v⃗c2
= qAi +mγvi ,
dπi
dt
=
∂L
∂xi
= qcA0,i + qAj,ivj +mc2γ−2γ,i ,
by setting γ = c/√−gµνvµvν = 1/√g00 − v⃗⋅v⃗c2 and by using the kinematical momentum pi =mγvi one has:
dπi
dt
=
d
dt
(qAi +mγvi) = qcA0,i + qAj,ivj +mc2γ−2γ,i .
Usually, however, one is interested in the rate of change of the kinematic linear momentum pi:
dpi
dt
= qcA0,i + q (Aj,i −Ai,j)vj − qcAi,0 +mc2γ−2γ,i ,
dpi
dt
= qcF0i + qÐ→ei ⋅ F ⋅Ð→v +mc2γ−2γ,i ,
dpi
dt
= qÐ→ei ⋅Ð→E + qÐ→ei ⋅Ð→v ×Ð→B +mc2γ−2γ,i .
Where the relation between the Faraday tensor Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ and the electric Ei = cF0i and magnetic fields
Bi =
1
2
ǫijkF
jk have be utilized.
Furthermore, since cdτ = ds =
√−gµνdxµdxν then ds/dλ = cdτ/dt and thus γdτ = dt with γ = c/√−gµνvµvν . Then
from the energy-momentum constraint one has that (mc)2 = (p0)2 −Ð→p 2, which when combined with p2 = m2γ2v2
and p0 = mγc = E/c, gives (mc)2 = (p0)2(g00 − p2/(p0)2) = (mc)2γ2(g00 − p2/(p0)2) thus γ = (g00 − p2/(p0)2)−1/2 =
p0/√−gµνpµpν along with p0/mc = γ which shows that p0 is an integral of the motion whenever γ is an integral of
the motion. Notice that the energy-momentum constraint, the Lorentz invariance, and the kinematic momentum
expression pµ = mγvµ are consistently imposed with respect to the coordinate-time parametrization t and the four-
velocity is vµ = (c,Ð→v ).
The Hamiltonian function in the tangental space is non-zero since the reparametrization invariance has been removed
by the choice of coordinate-time parametrization. Thus, h(x, v) is related to the energy of the system:
h = πiv
i −L = (qAi +mγvi)vi − (qcA0 + qAivi −mc2γ−1) ,
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h = −qcA0 +mγc2 (v2/c2 + γ−2) = −qcA0 +mγc2 ((v2
c2
) + (g00 − v2
c2
)) ,
h = −qcA0 +mγc2g00. (103)
In the limit of slow motion, this is the usual non-relativistic expression:
h = −qcA0 +mc2√g00 + 1
2
m√
g00
v⃗⋅v⃗ = −qcA0 +mc2 −mU + p2
2m
. (104)
Notice that it contains only electrostatic and gravitational energy terms and, due to the choices made, g00 is positive
(g00 = (1 − 2U(x)/c2)).
2. Hamiltonian formulation
In general, for the Hamiltonian formulation one has to use the expression of h(x,π) in the π-space by using
vi = pi/(mγ) and pi = πi − qAi. The Hamiltonian function of the system is then:
h = πiv
i −L = 1
mγ
πi (πi − qAi) − (qcA0 + 1
mγ
qAi (πi − qAi) −mc2γ−1) ,
h =
1
mγ
(πi − qAi) (πi − qAi) − qcA0 +mc2γ−1 . (105)
Working with this hamiltonian may results in an extra factor of two, if one is not taking into account the derivative
of the term mc2γ−1:
vi =
dxi
dt
= {xi, h} = ∂h
∂πi
=
2
mγ
(πi − q
c
Ai) + ( 1
m
(πi − qAi) (πi − qAi) +mc2) ∂γ−1
∂πi
.
Upon using pi = πi − qAi along with p0 = mγc and γ−1 = √g00 − p2/(p0)2, which implies ∂γ−1∂pi = −γpi/(p0)2, one gets
the correct equations by taking into account the non-relativistic limit m2c2 ≫ pip
i:
vi =
2
mγ
pi − ( 1
m
pip
i +mc2) γpi(p0)2 = 2mγ pi − ( 1mpipi +mc2) γpi(mγc)2 ,
vi =
1
mγ
pi [1 − ( 1
m
pip
i)/(mc2)] ≈ 1
mγ
pi.
While the rate of change of πi is given by:
dπi
dt
= {πi, h} = − ∂h
∂xi
= qcA0,i + 1
mγ
pjpkgjk,i + ( 1
m
pip
i +mc2)γ−2γ,i .
The relationship p0 = mγc = E/c can be reinforced via the extended Hamiltonian approach where H = 0 for the
following H:
H = h − cp0 . (106)
However, starting with (105) it is not clear how to arrive at at pµ = mγvµ and γ−1 =
√
g00 − p2/(p0)2 unless one
considers (103) and requires that the two expressions for h to be equal always, then one will reproduce the energy-
momentum constraint:
mc2γg00 =
1
mγ
p2 +mc2γ−1⇒ (p0)2g00 − p2 = (mc)2.
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Then, by using p0 =mγc = E/c and pi =mγvi, one can be recover γ and so on.
The evolution of x0 and p0 in the extended Hamiltonian framework will then be:
dx0
dλ
=
q
x0,H
y
=
q
x0,−cp0y = cqx0, p0y = c.
Therefore, because x0 = ct, in this case one has dλ = dt; thus, this choice of H corresponds to the coordinate-time
parametrization. Finally, since h has no explicit time dependence, then the energy cp0 = E is an integral of the motion
whenever γ is an an integral of the motion and the metric is static:
dp0
dλ
=
q
p0,H
y
=
q
p0, h
y
= − ∂h
∂x0
= ( 1
m
p2 +mc2)γ−2γ,0 − 1
mγ
pipjgij,0.
Quantization can proceed by using either (104) or (105) for the non-relativistic Schrodinger equation. Based on
the corresponding Schrodinger’s equation, as discussed in the main text, the standard Newtonian-time quantum
mechanics and its interpretations follows naturally. As discussed earlier, in the coordinate-time parametrization, the
Newtonian-time quantum mechanics is trivially consistent with extended Hamiltonian formalism usingH = h−cp0 = 0
along with the extended Poisson bracket.
An interesting question is what parametrization, within the extended Hamiltonian formalism, would H = 1− cp0/h
correspond to, and what is the extended Hamiltonian that corresponds to the proper-time parametrization? Before
we consider these options let us do the proper-time parametrization case in Lagrangian formulation.
B. Proper-time parametrization
1. Lagrangian formulation
In proper-time parametrization (dλ = dτ = ds/c, uµ = dxµ/dτ, √−gµνuµuν = c):
L = qAµu
µ −mc√−gµνuµuν
πµ =
∂L
∂uµ
= qAµ +mc gµνuν√−gµνuµuν = qAµ +muµ,
dπρ
dλ
=
∂L
∂xρ
= qAµ,ρu
µ + mc
2
gµν,ρu
µuν√−gµνuµuν ,
d
dλ
(qAρ +muρ) = qAµ,ρuµ + m
2
gµν,ρu
µuν ,
dpρ
dλ
= q(Aµ,ρ −Aρ,µ)uµ + m
2
gµν,ρu
µuν ,
Hamiltonian function is identically zero upon the use of the constraint (−gµνuµuν) = c2:
h = πµu
µ −L
h = (qAµ +muµ)uµ − qAµuµ +mc2 ≡ 0
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2. Hamiltonian formulation
Hamiltonian function using the generalized momentum variables π:
h = πµu
µ − qAµuµ +mc2 = (πµ − qAµ)uµ +mc2 = 1
m
(πµ − qAµ)(πµ − qAµ) +mc2
In this form of the hamiltonian function h (requiring the zero value as in the TM space form h(x, v) ≡ 0) implies the
energy-momentum constraint for the chosen metric signature:
h =
1
m
pµp
µ +mc2, (107)
uµ = (πµ − qAµ)/m⇒ pµ =muµ⇒ pµpµ = −m2c2
This effectively results in the Klein-Gordon equation −gµνpµpν +m2c2 = 0. However, the corresponding equations
of motion produce a extra factor of two due to quadratic dependence of h on the momentum variables:
uρ =
dxρ
dλ
= {xρ, h} = ∂xρ
∂xµ
∂h
∂πµ
=
∂h
∂πρ
=
2
m
(πρ − qAρ),
upon using the result muρ = 2(πρ − qAρ) in the next calculations the term quadratic in the velocity gets a factor of
m/4 instead of m/2 as in the Euler-Lagrange equations:
dπρ
dλ
= {πρ, h} = − ∂h
∂xρ
=
q
m
Aµ,ρ(πµ − qAµ) + q
m
(πµ − qAµ)Aµ,ρ + m4 gµν,ρuµuν,
dπρ
dλ
=
q
2
Aµ,ρu
µ + q
2
uµA
µ
,ρ + m4 gµν,ρuµuν = q (uµAµ),ρ + m4 gµν,ρuµuν .
The issue can be resolved by using a modified Hamiltonian h̃ = h/2 which is justified since h = 0 anyway:
h̃ =
1
2m
(πµ − qAµ)(πµ − qAµ) + m
2
c2.
The corresponding equations of motion now match well the Lagrangian formulation:
uρ =
dxρ
dλ
= {xρ, h̃} = ∂h̃
∂πρ
=
1
m
(πρ − qAρ),
dπρ
dλ
= {πρ, h̃} = − ∂h̃
∂xρ
=
q
2
Aµ,ρu
µ + q
2
uµA
µ
,ρ + m2 gµν,ρuµuν = (qAµuµ),ρ + m2 gµν,ρuµuν .
By looking at dx0/dλ, within the expression above, one see thatmcdt = (π0−qA0)dλ which is not quite the expression
expected in the proper-time parametrization gauge where one should have had cdτ = dλ
√−gµνuµuν = cdt√−gµνvµvν .
Furthermore, from the expression dx0/dλ one also has cdt/dλ = u0 = p0/m = E/(mc) which should be related to γ, so
one can check if p0 is a constant of the motion since E is expected to be:
dp0
dλ
=
d(π0 − qA0)
dλ
= {π0 − qA0, h̃} = {π0, h̃} − q{A0, h̃} = dπ0
dλ
− q ∂A0
∂xµ
∂h̃
∂πµ
,
dp0
dλ
=
dπµg
µ0
dλ
− q ∂A0
∂xµ
uµ = πµ
dgµ0
dλ
+ gρ0 [(qAµuµ),ρ + m2 gµν,ρuµuν] − q dA0dλ .
The above expression is quite complicated and not obviously zero, unless the metric tensor is the Lorentz metric
(gµν = ηµν) for a particle with a zero charge and if the solutions are considered to be the geodesic lines with geodesically
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transported metric. Thus, in the presence of general gravitational and electromagnetic fields, it may not correspond
to an integral of the motion as expected for the energy of a system. The Hamiltonian h̃ reproduces the corresponding
Euler-Lagrange equations derived in proper-time parametrization (dλ = dτ = ds/c) in the Lagrangian formalism,
guarantees the mass-shell condition (−gµνpµpν +m2c2 = 0) for solutions satisfying H = h̃ = 0, and in this respect is
related to the Klein-Gordon equation upon quantization; however, it is not clear if this Hamiltonian formulation is
really in the proper-time parametrization of the co-moving frame of the particle since cdt/dλ = (π0 − qA0)/m = p0/m
is not connected to γ in a clear way.
In the co-moving frame of the particle one would expect uµ = (c,0,0,0) and therefore πρ = qAρ +mcδρ
0
, which gives:
dπρ
dτ
= q
dAρ
dτ
= qAρ,µu
µ
= qcAρ,0,
while the general equations of motion for dπρ/dτ results in:
dπρ
dτ
= (qcA0),ρ + m2 c2g00,ρ,
This gives a relationship that is not guaranteed in general since gravity and electromagnetism are independent fields:
⇒ qAρ,0 = qA0,ρ + mc
2
g00,ρ.
However, given that
√−gµνuµuν = c, then one concludes, using the co-moving frame of the particle where uµ =(c,0,0,0), that gµ=0,ν=0 = −1 and therefore g00,ρ = 0. Furthermore, in this case the earlier expression for dp0/dτ shows
that p0 is constant of the motion since it is equal to mc due to πρ = qAρ +mcδρ
0
:
dp0
dτ
=
dπ0
dτ
− q ∂A0
∂xµ
∂h̃
∂πµ
=
dπ0
dτ
− q ∂A0
∂xµ
uµ =
dπ0
dτ
− q dA0
dτ
=
d(mc)
dτ
= 0.
The quantum picture in this case (in the co-moving frame and based on the Klein-Gordon equation) becomes trivial
in the sense that pµ = (E/c,0,0,0); thus, the state of the system is represented by a wave function Ψ = exp(− i
h̵c
tE)
such that PˆµΨ = pµΨ where Pˆ i = −ih̵∂i and cPˆ 0 = −ih̵c∂0, or equivalently cPˆ 0 = ih̵∂t since x0 = ct. Thus, Pˆ 0Ψ = p0Ψ
with p0 = E/c. However, this corresponds to the coordinate-time parametrization of a co-moving observer seeing a
plane-wave, which is not that much about the proper-time parametrization of the process itself.
C. Extended Hamiltonian Framework
1. Proper-time parametrization
To have proper-time parametrization in the Extended Hamiltonian formulation one needs to have ds = cdτ =
dλ
√−gµνuµuν = cdt√−gµνvµvν = cγ−1dt, by looking at h in (105), by taking q = 0 for simplicity since then πµ = pµ,
then one can consider the following extended Hamiltonian that provides effectively the same Hamiltonian constraint
H = h + p0c = 0 as before (106):
H = (h + p0c)γ = hc + p0cγ = ( 1
2m
pip
i +mc2) + p0cγ (108)
This expression reduces to p0 = mc upon H = 0 at Ð→p = 0, then upon H = 0 the non-relativistic energy follows as
well since p0 = −p0 and in the co-moving frame γ ≈ 1. The extended Hamiltonian formalism then shows that λ is the
proper time parametrization upon keeping γ constant (γ ≈ 1):
dx0
dλ
=
q
x0,H
y
=
∂x0
∂xµ
∂H
∂pµ
=
∂H
∂p0
= cγ + p0c ∂γ
∂p0
≈ cγ ⇒ γdλ = dt.
In this case, p0 is an integral of the motion for static spatial metric:
dp0
dλ
= Jp0,HK = − ∂p0
∂pµ
∂H
∂xµ
= −∂H
∂x0
=
1
2m
pipj(−gij,0) − p0cγ,0 ≈ 1
2m
pipj(−gij,0) .
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As expected in the instantaneous co-moving frame, the equations of motion correspond to those generated by the
classic non-relativistic Hamiltonian hcl = p
ipi/(2m)+mc2 since γ ≈ 1 is kept constant.
dxi
dλ
=
q
xi,H
y
= {xi, hcl} + cp0{xi, γ} ≈ {xi, hcl}
dpi
dλ
= Jpi,HK = {pi, hcl} + cp0{pi, γ} ≈ {pi, hcl}
2. Canonical Quantization
Upon applying the canonical quantization the wave equation based on the extended HamiltonianH (108) becomes:
H =
1
2m
pip
i +mc2 + p0cγ = 0⇒ [ 1
2m
(Ðˆ→P ⋅ Ðˆ→P ) +mc2]ψ = γcPˆ 0Ψ = ih̵γ∂tψ = ih̵∂τψ,
ih̵∂τψ = [− h̵2
2m
(Ð→∇ ⋅Ð→∇) +mc2]ψ
This is the familiar non-relativistic Schrodinger equation when the cortinate-time is also the propter-time of the
system. In particular, in the rest frame it implies ψ ∝ exp(− i(KE+mc2)
h̵
τ) up to an overall constant factor due to the
linear nature of the equation. Notice that in the above expression the relativistic factor γ has been used to switch
from the coordinate-time differentiation ∂t to the proper-time differentiation ∂τ .
In the presence of a non-trivial gravitational field the equation in the instantaneous rest frame (Ð→p = 0) becomes:
H =mc2 − cp0γ = 0⇒H = 1 − p0
φ
= 0.
Notice that this equation is the same expression as eq. (71) discussed in main text. Here we continue by considering
fluctuations in the field φ which is expected to be positive since m and γ are usually positive:
φ = ∥φ(t)∥ = ( γ
mc
)−1 =mc√g00 =√−gµνpµpν , (109)
upon canonical quantization after symmetrization of the Hamiltonian constraint and by dividing withmc2 the equation
becomes:
H =mc2 − 1
2
(p0cγ + cγp0) = 0⇒ Hˆ = 1 − 1
2
( 1
cφ
cPˆ 0 + cPˆ 0 1
cφ
) = 0.
The quantum mechanical wave function ψ is then given by (see the main text related to eq. (82)):
ψ(t) = 1
N
√
φ(t) exp [− ic
h̵
∫ φ(t)dt] .
Now by employing (109) the expression becomes:
ψ(t) = 1
N
√
φ(t) exp⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣− ih̵mc2
t
∫
t0
γ−1dt
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ = 1N
√
φ(t) exp [− i
h̵
mc2 (τ(t) − τ0)] .
This shows that this state represents a system with conserved quantity (see eq. (66)):
p0 = ⟨φ⟩
∆
=
1
∆
∆
∫
0
φ(t)dt =mc 1
∆
∆
∫
0
γ−1dt =mc.
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By applying cPˆ 0 on the state ψ one concludes that the energy of the particle in the presence of time-fluctuating
gravitational field receives an extra contribution due to the gravitational field:
cPˆ 0ψ = ih̵∂τψ = ih̵γ∂tψ =
⎛⎝mc2 + ih̵γ 1√φ(t)∂t√φ(t)⎞⎠ψ = (mc2 − ih̵γ2 ∂t ln(γ))ψ ≈ (mc2 + ih̵2 1√g00 ∂t ln(g00))ψ.
For weak gravitational fields when g00 = (1 − 2U(x)/c2) this results in the following expression:
cPˆ 0ψ = ih̵∂τψ = ih̵γ∂tψ = (mc2 − ih̵
c2
∂tU)ψ.
Thus, as long as the fluctuations in the local gravitational potential U are much smaller than the rest mass of the
particle mc4 ≫ ∣h̵∂tU ∣ then one can expect conservation of the energy that is matching the rest mass of the particle
E = cp0 =mc2 which is consistent within the Hamiltonian constraint H =mc2 − cp0γ = 0 in the rest frame (γ ≈ 1).
Notice that the norm of the state ψ could be set to 1 if the inner product is defined in the following way:
⟨ψ,ψ⟩∆ = 1∆ ∫ dtψ∗ψ = 1∆ ∫ φ(t)N 2 dt = 1N 2∆ ∫ mcγ−1dt = 1∆ ∫ dτ = 1, (110)
where ∆ is the measurement window with respect to the rest-frame of the process, that is in the proper-time
parametrization, and the normalization factor N 2 is set to be equal to p0, that is N
2
= p0 =mc.
Alternatively, if ∆ is the measurement window with respect to the laboratory coordinate-time then the norm of the
state ∥ψ∥2 will correspond to an effective constant factor γ−1:
∥ψ∥2 = ⟨ψ,ψ⟩∆ = 1∆t ∫ ψ∗ψdt = 1N 2∆t ∫ mcγ−1dt = mcN 2 ∆τ∆t = mcN 2 γ−1 > 0. (111)
In this respect, the positive norm of the wave-function (∥ψ∥2 > 0) and the common arrow of time imply m > 0 and
γ > 0 and vice versa. Thus, in order to have a well defined positive norm it is necessary to have γ > 0 which then
implies positive p0 > 0 since p0 = γ
√−gµνpµpν . This implies positivity of the energy E = cp0 > 0 and positivity of the
mass as well since
√−gµνpµpν =mc. In principle one can consider m < 0 along with p0 < 0 which will still guarantee
γ > 0. However, coexistence of m > 0 along with m < 0 leads to the proper-time paradox discussed in the section on
the arrow of time. Due to the structure of the state ψ ∝ γ−1/2 exp(− imc2
h̵
τ) one can view ψ∗ as a state corresponding
to m < 0 but it is better to be viewed as anti-particle with m > 0 that represents time-reversal state of the original
process ψ in this case the proper-time paradox corresponds to particle-anti-particle annihilation which results in a
photon where the proper-time is ill-defined. Furthermore, the above expression shows the importance of the positive
mass to guarantee common arrow of time, that is, ∆τ
∆t
> 0.
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